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"An Injury to One Is An Injury to All"
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As the strike of the Ship
Clerks goes on, one thing is
becoming increasingly clear,
that is the value and necessity
Of a
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Salmon Confab

Some Stooges to Remember

Roth, Rossi Gang
Up In Campaign
Of Slander

Unions Seek
Uniform
Agreement

Unemployed
I LW U Men
To Get Aid

Port of Oakland
Warehousemen Win
Written Pledge

Owners Hand
SUP Nothing
...But Talk
By John B. Screeton,
SUP No, 51.79
Member, Special SUP Steam
Schooners Negotiating Committee
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SAN FRANCISCO. -"—
Here's an account for the
:members and the public of the
reception given the steam
:chooner negotiating committee of

the SUP by the operators
when we went to overhaul
workng rules in the agreement.
We were introduced and seated, then the first question asked
by the shipowners
was: "Do you
Want to terminate the
agree. • ent?"

At this time we did not think
that, was what we wanted. But
'
later on in the meeting we
changed our minds. We had no
.4 sooner
started with our proposals when Mr. R. W. Myers
jumped Brother Sani Usinger
and accused him of being
an
agitator and "a 121 Haight St.
• agent."
At this instant it was necessary
,o stop all negotiating and
warn
r. Myers that this was a business meeting and not a
kinderarten rally. Well, we finally got
(Continued on Page 3)

Tuesday when they obtained a written memorandum from
the Port of Oakland pledging that body to abide by labor
relations practices in force with private employers in the
future.
ILWU 1-6, which has kept the
Port of Oakland tied up for nearly a week while demanding a
written agreement from the Board
of Harbor Commissioners, indicated that their men might return
to work in the near future.
After a meeting of the Harbor Commissioners on Monday
the Board sent Business Agent
Ray Heide a letter reiterating
its Stilil(l that clauses in the
City Charter prohibited its
signing of a contract with the
ILVITU, but pledged itself to
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SHIP CLERKS FIRM AGAINST
BARRAGE OF EMPLOYER LIES

strong publicity campaign in
struggles of this kind.
t
The importance of making our
side of the dispute known and
\ appreciated by the general
public
- Up town is becoming one of the
most decisive factors for the successful conduct of labor disputes.
In this regard the shipowners
have the advantage on the unions,
-- • .) inasmuch as they
have the daily
Papers on their side (the People's
World excluded), as well as such
high officials as Mayor Rossi, who
Practically tumbles over his big
S stomach to sign any
prepared
statement the shipowners might
Push across the table to him. As
a result the unions are faced
with
an intense barrage of
propaganda
each time they are forced to take
action to maintain their rights.
PORTLAND — Representatives
The press, the radio, public
officof a score of unions working in
ials, are all geared into a smoolk
the salmon fishing and packing
,functioning lie machine that is
Up to his old tricks of fink- induary will meet here Novem. capable of making
the most
herding and union-busting is ber 27 to work out a unified
absurd
statements sound
as "Little Almond" Roth, Watercoastwise plan for negotiating
though they were truth itself.
front Employers' mouth-piece. 1940 contracts with employers.
- Recalls '36 Publicity
In a speech last Monday Roth
The pre-negotiating conference,
In a dispute lasting a long
called for a return of,the Red- something new in the way of
Period of time, such as was the
baiting and violence of 1934 on streamlined union tactics, will
case in the '36-3'7 strike, it was
the San Francisco waterfront. open in the District Council No.
Possible to develop a broad pub3 offices here.
licity campaign that was
finally
able to make clear the true
Such a conference was providfacts
of that dispute to the
ed for by a resolution adopted at
public.
It was said by some during
the fifth annual Maritime Fedthe strike of '36 and '37, that
eration convention last summer.
thc publicity committee,
"One of the difficulties in
headed
by John Schomaker, ILWU,
the past," points out MFP Sec1-10, was more effective than
retary Bruce Hannon, "has
were the picket lines, and that
been the fact that many unions
the deciding factor of
were not prepared to present
the
strike were the hundreds of
their demands to the operators
SAN FRANCISCO— When the
thousands of leaflets given out longshoremen were unable to vIrork
before the spring of the year,
to the public, the countless
due to the clerk's dispute, the offi- thus giving the operators an
press releases, the
monster cials and attorneys for the union opportunity to stall negotiamass meetings, etc. This was
tions and then in the last minstarted the ball rolling to obtain
poasible because the strike unemployment insurance for the
ute rush to get to Alaska belasted for three months and
fore the season closed, the
members.
there was time to develop the
Through their efforts, deputies unions were forced to compronecessary machinery and apmise on many vital issues."
from
the Unemployment Reserve
paratus to set the campaign in
Commission were sent to the hirDelegates who assemble here
• motion.
However, the present strikes ing hall where all men could be this week will be faced by many
new negotiating proposals, Chief
and lockouts have been of short registered.
The attorneys in their letter to among these will be suggestions
. duration-10 to
14 days, during the Unemployment Reserves Comthat the unions seek to stabilize
Which time the publicity campaign
mission at Sacramento stressed the work in the industry and equalize
of the unions has
hardly had a fact that we, the longshoremen,
- chance to get
wages Paid various union memunder way before a
settlement has been reached. The were idle, not through any trade bers.
;Mployers on the other hand have dispute between the employers and
The invitation, issued by the
th longshoremen, but through, a
been able to launch their
propa- trade dispute between the employ- MFP, was sent to all four disganda immealiately through
trict councils of the MFP and the
the ers and the ship clerks.
daily papers, the radio, etc.,
sub-district council in Alaska; to
poisThe answer to the attorney's letoning the minds of the
public ter follows, and speaks for itself: the Alaska Fishermen's Union,
-ith their lies and
the United Fishermen's Union,
misrepresenta"November 16, 1939.
tions.
the International Fishermen and
"Gentlemen:
It is plain to see that preparaAllied Workers, the Alaska -Cantion
"This acknowledges receipt nery Workers Union, UCAPAWA,
must be made in advance, so
of your letter of November 14, MC&S, MFOW&W,
that the full force of the
MEBA, Maunions' 1939.
Publicity will become effective
chinists, ACA and Boilermakers.
members
"Since
the
of
the
leading up to and during the
All of these unions have memInternational Longshoremen's bers working
• struggle.
the Alaska salmon
and Warehousemen's Union run in one capacity
In Present Strike
or another.
were not involved in the trade
Steps have been made
Delegates will be asked
along dispute with the Dock Checkthese lines in the present strike.
ers Employers' Association, whether their unions will agree to
A joint publicity
committee has
numerous proposals, chiefly debeen set up, which is taking care there will be no disqualification
. of such matters as
Under Section 56 (a) of the signed to get uniform . conditions
the issuance of
and wage scales in the industry.
Press releases, planning effective California Unemployment InThe Federation wants to see
Act.
surance
Ways of bringing the issues bethe various unions go into the
"Very truly yours,
fore the public, printing and
disnegotiations as a body with pro"CAL L. HYDE,
tributing 50,000 copies of a tab"Executive Director. posals worked out in advance, so
old paper to the citizens of
San
"By R. J. Wade, they will be able to put maximum
(Signed)
Francisco, as well
developing
"Supervisor." pressure on the operators.
a speakers' bureau as
to appear before civic organizations.
However, by the time the
campaign begins to become effective, the beef will have been
settled and the value that
might have been received by explaining the issues in full to
the public will be greatly
minimized.
The employers have done much
More than just develop publicity
(Continued on Page 3.)
OAKLAND.—Warehousemen won another victory here

Old Army Game

PRICE 5 CENTS

follow standard practice in the
future.
The beef which closed down
the three Port of Oakland terminals started when the Port refused to follow usual negotiating procedure over the case of
26 cars of hot pears shipped from
the scab Security Warehouses in
San Jose. ILWLT members have
been on strike against Security
for several months.
Broke Agreement
Under the East Bay Terminal
agreement, in effect with private
(Continued on Page 7.)

SAN FRANCISCO—Striking ship clerks held firm this
week as employers, aided and abetted by Mayor Angelo J.
Rossi, unleashed a record-breaking campaign of lies and
slander in their efforts to smash the 100 per cent solidarity
of maritime unions over the strike.

Grain Handlers

ILWU Wins
Raises in
Northwest

Here are the boys who w anted to beach thousands of seamen by st ealing our merchant marine
for the Panamanian navy. You guessed it—it's the U. S. Maritime Commission. Left to
right
seated): Edward C. Moran, Jr., Admiral Emory Land (chairman), Admiral H. A. Wiley, S. D.
Schell and D. S. Brierley. standing: Thomas M.Woodward, Creighton Peet, Jr., Huntington T.
Morse, R. E. Anderson and D. E. Lawrence,

Japan Fleet
Invades
Coast Line

•

MVP Tells Public
Straight Facts
A full and amplified statement of maritime labor's position
on the current waterfront dispute was addressed this week to
the citizens of San Francisco. Issued by the joint publicity committee of District Council No. 2 of the Maritime Federation of
Pacific, that statement read:

By F. K. PADOVAN
President of MFP District Council
No, 4
SAN PEDRO—For the ,past
few years Japanese fishing boats
flying the flag of Japan have been
common sights off the west
coast of Mexico. The fact is that
they had practically a complete
monopoly on certain specie!, • of
fish, such as shrimp and abalone,
which were exported to the United
States.
•
In the main, this Japanese fleet
employed Japanese in all, of the
key positions, such as captain,
engineer, wireless operator, trawl
man, and boss fishermen, and employed as few Mexican fishermen
as possible under the agreement
they had with the Mexican Bureau of Fisheries.
Although the shipment of
shrimp and abalone caught by
Japanese fishermen and sold to
the American markets did not affect the job security of American
fishermen, it did build up Japanese capital in the United States.
The money paid by the American
public for this fish went to Japanese agents, who directly represented, if not in the open, at least
under cover, the Imperial Japanese government.
As magy hundreds of thousands
of dollars worth of fish caught
by this *Japanese fleet, was consumed in the United States, and
only a small portion went to pay
the expenses and wages for the
catch of the fish, it can readily
be seen how the Japanese Imperial government is able to finance the purchase of war implements, ammunition, and other
forms of destruction with which
it attacks, maims, and kills the
innocent men, women and children of China.
New Fleet Invades Tuna Field
Up to this time American fishermen have not been directly effected by these Japanese fish
boats, but now the fishermen will
feel the full weight of the Japanese government's subsidized fishing fleet. During the past several
months there has been an influx
of Japanese fishing boats in Mexican waters. The Monato Maru,
and eight trawlers are already in
the vicinity of Mazatlan. The
Nippon Sueson Kasha is at the
present time in Guyamas, Mexico,
with four trawlers. The Hayostii Kane is at Puerto Yavaros

Ladies and Gentlemen, that is a lie. The Chamber of Commerce
is lying to you.
Negotiations were not proceeding satisfactorily and Harry
Bridges had nothing whatever to do • with them. Negotiations had
completely broken down and the clerks, by majority vote of the
membership, had decided to strike and were ready to walk out.
At this point Federal Mediator William Geurts of the U. S.
Maritime Labor Board requested that Harry Bridges enter the
situation and try to avert a walkout. At Bridges' request the strike
was postponed and further peace efforts were made.
These are not oltscure or controversial facts. If you will check
back in the newspapers prior to November 10, you will find them
all reported. There is no excuse for either the Chamber of Commerce
or Mayor Rossi to feign ignorance of these points.
At the further request of Bridges, the Ship Clerks' Union reduced their demands to four minimum points and submitted them
to the shipowners as a compromise attempt to preserve peace. The
shipowners turned them down flatly and the men voted to strike
without consulting Bridges further.
That is the truth, and the Chamber of Commerce knows it as
well as we do.
Meanwhile, Mayor Rossi, without once conferring with the
union or offering his good services in achieving' a settlement, sent
the following telegram to President Roosevelt:
"Once more San Francisco's waterfront is paralyzed by the
alien Harry Bridges.
"Once more ihe rights of the people not only of this city, but
of the interior, are trampled upon, business halted and trade disrupted by the man whom the United States Department of Labor
investigated as a Communist without the legal right to be in this
country.
"The present tie-up of this port is due to a dispute between
the ship clerks and the companies following termination some time
ago of their last working contract, Conferences were proceeding
between the clerks and owners aiming toward a new working contract
and were proceeding in an orderly manner until, Bridges, declaring,
'I am the Ship Clerk's Union,' abruptly terminated the negotiations.
"In short, Bridges is insisting that the shipowners permit his
lieutenants to decide who shall be employed as a ship clerk. As you

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 2.)

By COLE JACKMAN

PORTLAND—Pacific Northwest
grainhandlers set a precedent for
their brother longshoremen along
the entire coast when they signed
a contract this week calling for
the straight six-hour day, raises in
pay, and the right to respect all
bona fide picket lines.
Chief significance of the contract is that it embodies precisely
the improvements asked by the
International Longshoremen's &
Warehousemen's Union for all
longshoremen and proves definitely
that the employers' claim that
they are not able to afford shorter
hours is just so much propaganda.
The pay raises were won in special "penalty" classification of
work, the basic wages .remaining
at the old figures.
However, the contract provides that the basic rates of 95
cents an hour for straight time
and $1.40 for overtime will be
raised automatically to the
rates secured in the coastwise
longshoremen's agreement.
The contract applies to the grain
ports of Portland, Vancouver,
Longview and Seattle.
It is generally accepted as a
truth that any permanent solution
of America's No. 1 economic problem, unemployment, involves a reduction in the length of the work
day and concurrent maintenance
of the workers' income.
This contract is a step in the
right direction in this regard.
The former six-hour day within
an eight-hour period is replaced
by the straight six-hour day, with
all time worked before 8 a. m. and
after 3 p. m. and all time on Sundays and holidays, to be at the
overtime rate.
This is exactly the hours agreement our coast longshore negotiating committee is seeking from the
Waterfront Emplokers' Association for the longshoremen,
The actual realization of the
straight six-hour day by Nortewest grainhandlers will give added
weight, we believe, in justifying
the demand for the same hours for
the longshore group.
A material wage increase Was
gained for handling all screenings
in bulk. The rate specified in the
new contract is a flat $1.50 an
hour, either straight time or overtime, replacing the former rate of
95 cents for straight time and
straight time is thus 10 cents an
hour more than the old overtime.
The new contract also covers
more territory in defining the men
It covers. The words "gang bosses,
sack sorters, counters and bailers"
$1.40 for overtime. The new
have been added to the definition
of grainhandling.
The contract grants the union
the right to respect any and all
picket lines placed by or en-

Mayor Rossi, the Chamber of Commerce and the shipowners charge that Harry Bridges runs the waterfront, and
they are calling for a showdown on the issue.
We challenge this statement. The shipowners run the
waterfront and we believe we can prove to anyone's satisfaction that they run it very badly. As a matter of fact, an
Investigation by the United States Senate reported that mismanagement and ruthless profiteering by these shipowners was ruining our maritime industry.
The present crisis is attributed to the strike of the Ship Clerk's
Union on November 10, which has tied up the major part of the
harbor.
On November 17 the Chamber of Commerce made the following
declaration to the public which was published on the first pages
of the newspapers:
"Negotiations between the Waterfront Employers and the Ship
Clerks' Union were progressing satisfactorily and a settlement was
believed in sight. At that point Harry Bridges appeared on the scene
and waved the clerk's negotiating committee aside with the statemen, 'I am the clerk's union!' Then he took charge of the negotiations and on the eveningt of the next day, November 10, San Francisco harbor was completely strike-bound."

Gentlemen,the Chamber of Commerce Lies

I

(dontinued on Page 3.)

Rossi's Record: The Story the 'Chronicle' Killed
(The following column, written by Arthur
Eggleston, famed labor columnist for the
San Francisco Chronicle, was run in ONLY
ONE early edition of Monday's Chronicle.
After that it was pulled out of the paper and
a dummy advertisement put in its place. "Voice"
readers would like to know the kind of story
which will make the "Chronicle" chuck its fine
talk about "freedom of the press" out of the
window.)
By ARTHUR EGGLESTON
Mayor Rossi had a grand chance to be mayor
of all the people and he muffed it.
Instead, he has returned labor relations in this
city to the red-baiting days of 1934, the days of
violence and tear gas, and broken heads on the

waterfront. That is where the course he is traveling will take him unless he listens to less hysterical and intemperate counselors.
Intemperance and hysteria, fortunately, defeat
themselves. Political creditors who held Rossi's
hand when he sent his "payoff" telegram to
President Roosevelt overplayed their own. The
President treated the message for what it was,
payment of a political debt rather than the act
of a chief executive of a great city bent upon
bringing peace in a troubled labor sector.
He ignored it. This was kinder than replying
to it in the manner that he would have to reply,
but was no less a rebuke and one well deserved.
For the President, the important thing apparently
was the Mayor of San Francisco, presumably intent upon settling a labor dispute, was using all

the old, propagandist methods to incite violence
and the crushing of one party to the dispute. He
refused to be a party to the scheme, refused to
be used as a sounding board for voices not the
Mayor's.
This was a question of official etiquette about
which the Mayor of San Francisco was supposed
to know.
The presumption is he did know that courtesy
and common sense both dictate that appeals of
the sort for official action, if that is their real
purpose, require that the one from which official
action is sought, at least read the message before
is is made public. Has the Mayor forgotten the
anger he displayed when Phil Bancroft and the
Associated Farmers got out a press release of a
meeting in Rossi's office before it even happened?

For the people of San Franeisco there is a
different consideration. Improved methods of communication have made it possible for a courier to
get from the City Hall to the water front with a
minimum of difficulty now. It is said the telephone lines are still standing and mall is being
carried back and forth every day.
• It was possible then, for Rossi to have checked
the tales told him by:
1. Inviting the representative of the Maritime Labor Board who is close to the picture;
2. Calling upon the heads of the Ship Clerks'
Association for the union side of the story; or,
3. Desperate as it sounds, inviting Harry
Bridges to confer with the "Mayor of all the
people," as Rossi termed himself a short time ago.
It is established beyond any dispute now that
(Continued on Page 7)

Mayor HOSEA, reelected only
two-and-a-half-weeks ago, tore off
his mask and came out as the
open stooge for Almon Roth and
the Waterfront employers with
wild statements charging Harry
Bridges and Henry Schmidt with
being "Communists" intent only
on wrecking San Francisco.
These hysterical statements,
echoing the days of 1934, were
followed by the refusal of Controller Harold Boyd to allow the
Civic Auditorium to be used for
a public forum on the issues at
stake, despite the fact that the
Board of Supervisors had looked
with favor on such a move.
Rossi's wild telegrams to President Roosevelt, Henry Schmidt
and anybody who would listen to
them, drew immediate fire from
all waterfront unions involved.
Wired Secretary Bruce Hannon
of the MFP to President Roos&
velt:
"Fearful that the growing
unity of labor and liberal voters
in San Francisco may defeat
Toryism in subsequent elections, Mayor Rossi, at the behest of employers, has begun
a new offensive against unionism by attacking Harry Bridges.
This move coincides with a
statewide offensive against the
free use of the initiative and is
part of the reactionary drive to
liquidate democracy."
Beating the tom-tome for the
top-hats in the drive against the
unions is Almon Roth, Waterfront Employers big-shot. On
Monday "Little Almond" peptalked the Foreign Trade Association of the Chamber of Commerce
and called on the "middle men"
to step in and end the strike. At
the same time Bishops Holmes of
the Associated Farmers announced
that his gang of fink-herders was
•
stepping into the beef.
Following up this obvious attempt to stampede public opinion
the Chamber of Commerce announced that it would hold a
state-wide "conference" of all
Chambers to take up the strike
and tie-up.
In answer to this loud talk,
Harry Bridges declared that, despite employer lies to the contrary, the Ship Clerks and the
ILWU had no objection to negotiations. Bridges on Tuesday
asked for immediate negotiations
and declared that a half an hour
of honest negotiating on the part
of the ship-owners could settle 01
the beefs at stake. (For a factual
exposition of the issues at stake
see the MFP's statement in columns 6 and 7, page 1).
Schmidt's answer to Rossi's
red-baiting was typically short
and to the point. He wired the
Mayor:
"Received
your telegram.
Noted contents carefully. You
state I am 'registered Commu.
nist'. Suggest you contact Registrar of Voters Collins. His
records will show that I am a
registered Democrat. Referred
your telegram to Ship Clerks'
Union. They answered it appro.
priately. Proletarian greetings."
(Continued on Page 8)

MFOW OK's Steam
Schooner Bid, 3 to I
Marine Firemen last week
okehed the steam schooner
proposal submitted by their negotiating committee by a vote.
of more than 3 to 1.
• The men returned to the
ships as a,•result, and nearly 50
ships tied up in four Coast
ports sailed by the weekend. ,
The IVIFOW&W victory gained all demands except the Bata
urday afternoon off.
The proposals adopted were
recommended by the MFOW.
negotiating committee made up
of Secretary V. J. Malone, B. J.,
O'Sullivan and J. J. Quinn.
For full details of the settlement see the official MFOW.
section on page 6 and the report of MFP President H. F.
McGrath on page

Thursday, November 23, 1939.
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MFP Tells Public MCS Negotiators Ask Yes Vote on Strike Referendum
Straight Facts
MFP Women Say
MCS Gives $25
Here Are Demands
Poll Now For
'Voice'
Handed Congress
Won't Be a Gol
Edition on Dies
Being
Star Mother'
Taken
(Continued from Page 1.)

know, these clerks are in effect representatives of the companies
in checking and properly handling all ship cargoes. Were the companies to surrender the right to employ men in whom they have
Confidence they would be surrendering to Bridges control of their
shipments.
"Mind you, Mr. President, this is not a dispute involving nonunion men. All the ship clerks are union men. It is simply a disastrous quarrel over the right of the shipowners to pick from the
ranks a the union men in whom they have confidence.
"Last summer Bridges intimated that when the current contracts
terminated, there would be a strike-months before the contracts bad
expired and any discussion had been had with the owners.
"Today finds San Francisco's waterfront at a standstill.
"It finds men and women not directly connected with the waterfront thrown out of employment because shipments in or out of this
port have ceased.
"It finds our merchants unable to move their Christmas stocks.
"It finds an alieni affecting the welfare of our people.
"San Francisco is sick and tired of Bridges.
"San Francisco, with business on the upgrade and prospects
bright for the future, again must mark time while this man spreads
the communistic gospel of labor unrest and paralysis of business.
"May I respectfully but energetically urge that you take a
personal interest in this matter to the end that decent American
citizens may be given an opportunity to live and progress in this truly

American city?"

Deliberate Attempt to Stampede Union
We have reproduced the Mayor's telegram in full, so that there
rnay be no question of doubt. The statements contained therein are
lies. There is no other way to characterize them. They are e, deliberate effort to prejudice and stampede public opinion. The telegram
was released -to the newspapers and published on their front pages at
the same time it was sent to the President.
The White House made no reply other than a remark by Presidential Secretary William D. Hasset that no comment is ever made
on telegrams which are released to the press before ever having been
received by the President.
Let us go down through Rossi's telegram and note the falsities:
1. Harry Bridges has no power to call any strike. All strikes
must be decided by democratic vote of the union membership
involved.
2. Federal law recognizes the right of labor to strike, and
considers this right a necessary protection to the working man.
No one's rights have been trampled by the action of the clerks.
8. Negotiations were not proceeding in a satisfactory manner.
What is more, the newspapers themselves reported negotiations in
a deadlock.
4. Harry Bridges made no such statement as "I am the Ship
Clerks' Union."
5. Harry Bridges did not and has no power to terminate
negotiations. What. he did was to prolong negotiations for some
time after the clerks decided to terminate them. .
6. Neither Bridges nor the ship clerks are either insisting or
suggesting that they shall decide whom the employers shall or shall
not hire.
7. Rossi admits all clerks are union men and says the union
Is trying to dictate which of the union membership the employers
shall hire. The truth is exactly the opposite. We are demanding
that the employer choose whomsoever he likes from the union
men, but that since they are the regular employes, originally
chosen and hired by the employer, that they be given preferential
hiring.
8. The employer has every right to challenge or refuse any man
or dishonesty and, if the union cannot provide effiincompetency
for
cient and satisfactory men, he may employ from the outside. He will
not, however, be allowed to discriminate against union men.
9. Last summer Bridges did not intimate there would be a
strike. He said the employer would probably attempt to break the
by
unions and that statement was based on declarations made
Almon E. Roth of the Employers' Council and Mr. F. P. Foisie,
of the waterfront employers, that they were preparing for a "showdown" and a "fight to the finish" with labor. Furthermore, shipping journals at that thaw were featuring editorials advising business men to rush through shipments and be ready for a shutdown
late this year. In other words, it was the employers who predicted
a fight and Bridges who took cognizance of their threats.
10. The waterfront is not at a standstill. The strike is against
25 major companies. Twenty-seven companies remain unaffected.
11. No communistic gospel is concerned in the situation, but
only the demands of American workingmen for reasonable protection
and assurances. We are not proposing that the ships or docks be
taken from the present private owners or operated on a socialistic
basis.
The Ship Clerks' Union quickly wired President.Roosevelt the
true facts of the situation. Meanwhile, Mayor Rossi followed up with
a letter to Henry Schmidt, president of the San Francisco longshoremen's local, requesting that an immediate vote be taken on whether
or not the strike be continued, without any reference to the issues
involved. Henry Schmidt is neither a member nor an official of the
Ship Clerks. He immediately turned the letter over to the clerks'
strike committee. They replied that the men had voted to strike on
November 10 on clear-cut issues, and that when some proposal on
those issues was forthcoming, they would vote once again on whether
or not to accept it. What they want now is consideration of their
four minimum demands, which are as follows:

Four Demands Which Employers Duck
1. Preferential hiring for monthly clerks. Daily clerks already
have preferential hiring. This demand would not cost employers
one penny, would protect the jobs and union of the men, and
eliminate the cause of many disputes.
2. Registration of monthly workers. This would cost the
employer no money. It would simply establish who are the regular
employes of the industry and eliminate disputes on that score.
8, The 42-hour week in compliance with the Federal Wages
and Hour law. This would cost the employers a trivial amount of
money. But it is too much to ask them to comply with the laws
of the nation?
4. Equalization of work for daily clerks. These clerks work
on an "on call" basis, like the longshoremen. At the present time
they have no assurances as to when they'll work, at what time or
how much they will earn each month. How would you like to live
your life on such a haphazard basis? Equalization of work would
not inconvenience employers one lota-is merely an arrangement
among the men for their mutual benefit-an arrangement that
would have no effect on the work.
All of those four demands are aimed at eliminating disputes and
t,their causes, and providing a measure of security for the •men
Involved.
During the past year there have been several different disputes
On the waterfront concerning our 111)1011, On two occasions employers
locked out the entire harbor and tied up all commerce in an attempt
to force their will. Our sincere desire is to put an end to these
disputes, and we believe the four demands we list hit at the causes.
Employers have flatly refused all of these demands. Since they
are vital to our well being, we have gone on strike in protest.
Who is worng? Are we wrong in asking these protections and
assurances for San Francisco workingmen and their familia? Or are
the employers wrong in refusing to co-operate?
We charge that Mayor Rossi, the Chamber of Commerce and
the shipowners are attempting by outright lies to panic and prejudice
public opinion, to incite hysteria and violence in our community for
the purpose of crushing organized labor.
We charge that the nine-year depression with all its resultant
hardship and turmoil is the direct result of the incompetency and
ruthless profiteering of the shipowners and big business' interests
represented by the Chamber of Commerce.
We charge that they are not only running the waterfront today
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 5)
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Crockett
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Meeting-let and 3rd Tuesday
Meetings twice a month. First
of every month
Wednesday, 2 p.m.; 3d Wednes*--day, 8 p.m. at Odd Fellows
ill
Hall, 410 11th St., Oakland.
Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Mrs. P. J. Aquilina, President
Oakland
Mrs. .1. Harp, Vice President
Mecting-Ist and 3rd Thursday
Mrs. Cora McGuire, Secretary
msseesef-stach month
Mrs. Ardelle Mounts, Treas.

The conclusion of the Federation's pamphlet, "Maritime
Workers Demand a New Deal," and its demands of Congress
follows:
"The attack on maritime labor is a many-sided attack with
the shipowners using every convenient weapon at their command.
"The immigration service of the Pacific Coast was marshalled
as one of the many Government agencies used to frame Harry
Bridges and thus discredit and smear maritime labor.
"Two maritime labor leaders, Earl King and Ernest Ramsay,
framed in 1936, were offered an immediate pardon if they would
swear that Harry Bridges was a Communist.
"The Dies Committee has concentrated its attack on maritime
labor Just at the period of negotiations in an attempt to confuse
the public as to the real issues involved. However, on October
29, one of Mr. Dies' chief witnesses against maritime labor, a
former seaman by the name of McCuintion, during his performance
before the committee was arrested as an accomplice in the murder
of Philip Carey, an NMU agent in New Orleans, with Martin Dies
protesting the arrest on the grounds of depriving this witness of
his civil rights.
"This incomplete record of cooperation, connivance and collusion between the United States Maritime Commission and the shipowners, whose activities the commission is suppoed to police, is
sufficient, in our opinion, to warrant an immediate, thorough and
open Congressional investigation.
"The American people, who foot the bills for the shipping
subsidies, have a right to know what is happening to their merchant marine. Considering all the public money that has been
poured into the industry in the form of subsidies, grants, monopoly privileges and bargain sales, the people aready own it twenty
times over. They have, at least, a right to know whether the
Merchant Marine Act of 1936, designed to stop graft and treasury
raids, is being honestly administered. They have a right to know
whether the President's program for rebuilding the merchant
marine is being properly carried out.
"Such an investigation as we ask would, we believe, bring to
light many circumstances, heretofore unknown, relating to the
activities of the Maritime Commission and the shipowners.
"We ask for the protection of maritime labor by:
"1. Immediate passage of H. It. 4051, known as the Wallgren Bill, for the protection of union hiring halls.
"2. Unemployment insurance for seamen.
"8. Revision of the present mutiny statutes to protect the
civil rights of American seamen.
"4. Union participation with the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation in the proper inspection of ships for the
protection of the American merchant marine, the public and
labor.
"5. Extend scope of present eight-hour law for tugboatmen on Great Lakes, Bay Area, Puget Sound and tributaries.

MCS and Passengers

"Good Worker is The
Good Union Man"
By MC&S PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
The Union since its foundings, has been the object of
bitter hatred by the Shipowners. Every known method has
been used to discredit and destroy it. And one of the principal lying arguments they have used is that the Union has
undermined morale and caused
lowering of service standards on
passenger ships. It has served
their purpose to alienate public
sympathy from the Union, and to
block the signing of satisfactory

and carry with them no tinge of
the flunky. Formality and courtesy
in the performance of duties
should be instituted by the crew.
It is not a matter to be forced by
the company or the passengers.
Discipline is an individual concern, to be developed by the individual himself.
It really is not necessary to call
attention to these matters, because it is a fact that performance
and conduct on the ships have improved considerably, that service
has been much better, and the
Industry as a whole more stabilized. However, the isolated delinquents have been used to discredit the Union and the character
of its membership. It is therefore
the responsibility of every Union
member to maintain the highest
of working standards, and to see
that his shipmates do likewise.
Bear this in mind-a diligent,
efficient worker Is the good and
loyal Union Member.

SAN FRANCISCO - A "yes"
vote on the strike referendum
now being held by the MC and S
was urged by both the steam
schooner and offshore negotiating
committee this week as the MCS
charged that both groups were
stalling and that they had been
unable to obtain a meeting with
the offshore operators.
The steam schooner committee
reported:
"The committee met with the
steamschooner operators and presented them with the original
proposals of our membership, as
per instructions of the regular
meeting of November 9.
After arguing with the shipowners' committee for more
than an hour on some of the
more important
basic 'and
points of our proposals, the
operators only stated that they
would take these points up with
their respective member owners, and see what they can do
towards conceding some of
these points.
"According to the attitude generally expressed by the shipowners' committee, we drew the only
conclusion that we could, which
was that this was merely a continuation of the well known
merry-go-round tactics that we
have experienced in the past.
Proves Need of Strike Vote
"In the opinion of the committee, this sort of stalling and failure to attempt to negotiate in
earnest on the part of the shipowners, is definite proof of the
necessity of getting an affirmative
vote on the Strike Ballot which is
now being conducted, that we may
have a means of some pressure to
put on the shipowners.
"It is therefore wholeheartedly recommended to the membership that they act accordingly on the strike ballot, and
we will certainly be put into a
much better position to get our
demands."
Offshore Report
The off-shore negotiating committee reported:
"Your committee regrets to report another blank for the week.
We have been unable to arrange
a meeting with the offshore operators. Their answer is that they
are busy with the checkers. As
your committee has reported in
the past, there is just one excuse
after another. The only thing
that will make them sit up and
take notice, is a YES vote on
strike sanction for your committee. This is being voted on at the
present time by the membership.
it is all important that you vote.
"At the last regular meeting,
the Secretary asked authority to
lay off the negotiating committee
until the shipowners are ready to
start negotiations again. This has
been done to cut down the expenses during the time that the
shipowners are stalling."

agreements.
The shipowners seize upon
every little incident and, in the
controlled press, these incidents
are expanded to give the travelling
public the impression that Union
members are insolent, drunken
and incompetent. What, in the
past, would have been overlooked
as the minor misdemeanor of an
individual, is now seized upon as
a major offense instigated by the
Union.
The use of such subterfuges
Is not typical of the marithne
OFFICIAL BALLOT
Industry alone; employers in
Marine Cooks' and Stewards'
every field have used this as an
Association of the Pacific, CIO.
attack against unionism in genVote to be taken at Headeral. They pretend to have no
quarters and branches at the
objections to their employes
Regular Meetings of Nov. 16
bargaining collectively, but state
and 25, 1939, and the Fridays
that the particular union to
following. All ballots to be rewhich their employes belong
turned to Headquarters immehappens to be an irresponsible
NEW YORK-Blanket wage indiately upon completion of votorganization, interested only in
creases of $2.50 a month for 1,500
ing.
disrupting the proper conduct
seamen employed on coal carryReferendutn vote on purof their business.
ing vessel were one of the prochase of the following items:
It has therefore become incurn: visions in a new agreement made
No. 1-Are you in favor of
bent upon all union members, public this week by Ferdinand C.
the purchase of 126 yards of
since they are so much in the Smith, vice-president of the Nalinoleum for the lower hall for
public eye-to be most diligent in tional Maritime Union.
sanitary reasons? Total cost
the efficient performance of their
The new wage scales are the
$175.00.
duties, in order to counteract this highest embodied in a marine
NO
YES
vicious propaganda. Good work- trade union contract since the
No. 2-Are you in favor of
manship is an attribute of a Good World War. The agreement, bethe purchase of one Stromberg
Union Member. If anyone was tween the NMU and nine collier
Electric Time Clock with
really interested in the record of companies will be voted on by the
guides, for the correct stampthe Union on this score, he would crews this week and next.
ing of shipping cards? This is
have found that the Union has
In addition to wage increases,
very essential in the correct
conducted extensive campaigns Smith said; the contract provides
handling of members' shipping
against drunkenness, inefficiency new overtime clause and subcards as well as more efficient
and insubordination.
stantial improvement in working
work in the Dispatcher's Office.
Every worker takes pride in and living conditions on board
Total coat $81.88.
a job well done, and tries to ship.
YES
NO
maintain the dignity of his
Lincoln's birthday has been
No. 3-Are you in favor of
work. It is only bad working added to the list of holidays,
cutting a window 6 ft. by 5 ft.
and living conditions, poor pay, bringing the total to nine throughti in. in the sidewall of the
forced upon him by the em- out the year. With the increase,
lower hall, thus giving better
ployer, which degrade a worker monthly wages now range from
ventilation and more light?
and make him careless and re- $62.50 to $137.50 in the stewTotal cost $183.00. This money
sentful of his job. The Union ards' department, from $72.50 to
to be 'taken out of the funds of
in winning for its members $95 in the engine department, and
the Marine Culinary Workeis'
higher wages, decent lilting and from $67.50 to $97.50 in the deck
Hall Association.
working conditions, and secur- department, These scales are $10
YES
NO
ity on the job through its to $12.50 above the scales on
agreements, has made it pos- passenger and general cargo vessible for the seamen to live like sels. Hiring, as in previous agreehuman beings and to take the
mente with tile coal industry, is
natural pride in efficient per- completely union.
formance.
Your service to the passengers
SAN FRANCISCO - October
must at all times be careful, courmarked the highest number of
teous and prompt. These are the
criminal prosecutions against lacharacteristics of a good worker,
bor law violators for many years,
reports H. C. Carrasco, State LaSAN FRANCISCO-The Long- bor Commissioner. The Division
shoremen baseball team has the of Labor Statistics and Law Encity title in the bag, win or lose forcement of the Department
Raggio Brothers
this Sunday, manager Pete Aqui- instituted 135 criminal proseculina reports. The stevies will face tions against violators of State
the Newman's Club on the Harri- labor laws, mostly for failure to
Beer-Mixed Drinks-Wines
pay wages due, bringing the total
son St. diamond,
The ILWU nine, sparked by number of such actions since
pitchers Stan Botto and George January 1, to 973 as against 689
3 S. San Joaquin St.
Ragghianti, have yet to lose a in the corresponding period of
Stockton, Calif.
Phone 20308
1938.
game this year.

MC&S Ballots
On Three
Propositions

1500 NMU Seamen
Win $2.50 Increase

More and More Labor
Law Violators Pinched

S. F. ILWU
Cinches Title

STOCKTON
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SAN FRANCISCO-The Marine
Cooks and Stewards this week donated $25 toward the expense of
bringing out a supplement of the
"Voice" to inform the public of
the intentions and aims of the
Dies Committee.
"The MC&S realizes the importance of such a special supplement," declares Jack O'Donnell, assistant secretary, "to inform the public that the unions
are not opposed to the investigating of un-American activities, but
they are opposed to any one who
is endeavoring to break the trade
unions under the guise of investigating un-American activities."

Two More
Travellers
Praise MCS Men
SAN FRANCISCO-Two more
trans-Pacific travelers have added
their voices to those of passengers congratulating Marine Cooks
and Stewards members for their
courteous and efficient service on
American President boats/
"We had a very pleasant trip
and found the chief steward,
second stewards, pursers, deck
and bar stewards, table room
and bath stewards all very
courteous and capable, therefore making our voyage really
enjoyable," wrote Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Kuebel to the President
Line from Shanghai.
The other passenger so pleased
with service that he wrote the
line was F. 0. Santos, head of
the Department of Agricultural
Chemistry at the University of
the Philippines.
"May I take this opportunity
to congratulate through you every
member of tile crew of the ship
(President Cleveland) from the
highest officer down to bath
steward for the excellent service,"
wrote the professor.

MEBA Shipping
Takes Nose Dive
SAN FRANCISCO-Shipping
from the MEBA hall has taken
a nose-dive since the port was
tied up last week, reports W. A.
Dempsey, 1VIEBA dispatcher.
Only about eight engineers
have shipped in the last eight or
nine days. 'Three or four went
out on the 16th and on the 15th
two went out on a Matson boat.
Night work, a regular stand-by
In port, has been hit the hardest.

ILWU Letter Answers
Matt Brady
SAN FRANCISCO-ILWU 1-10
this week had protested newspaper reports that District Attorney Matt Brady plans to launch
an investigation with respect to a
$20,000 fund shortage "supposedly existing" in the union.
The Hearst Examiner carried
another one of its regular "exposes" quoting Brady's office to
that effect and Henry Schmidt of
1-10 replied in a letter to the
D. A.
"The newspaper article insinuates that higher officials in the
union are implicated," the letter
says. "It is our understanding
that these charges have been
made by one Gunnar Larsen, a
person not known to us; at least
the union roster shows him not to
be a member of this organization."
"Recently we found that one
of our officers, John I'. Olsen,
had misappropriated $2700 of
the union's money. A union
committee and a certified pub,lic accountant checked the records and found that the above
mentioned sum is the amount
taken by Olsen, and we submit
that there is quite a difference
between $2700 and $20,000, as
mentioned in the newspapers.
The investigation also proved
that no one but Olsen was implicated."
The union also protests the
snooping which Police Inspector
John Engler has been making, on
the grounds that he is noted for
his anti-union bias. The union
will have no objection to a fair
and Impartial investigation,
Schmidt declared, but it won't go
for a newspaper-inspired smearing
campaign.

Gas at Cost for
Union Cars
SAN FRANCISCO - Although
still in its infancy, the Consumers
Co-op Service, Inc. of 199 Beale
Street, corner of Howard Street,
has offered those unions which
are at present on strike, to supply their official strike cars with
gasoline, oil and other auto necessities, at cost or as close to cost
as possible, thereby saving the
unions from 25% to 35% on the
operating expenses of their strike
patrol cars.

MFP WOMEN'S AUXILIARY No. 1
DECLARATION AGAINST WAR
Because we are the mothers of the children who will take
over the future-because we are Americans who take prid
in our country and glory in our democratic traditions because we are the working class women who, with our men
form the bulwark of this country and have the greatest
stake in its future- WE REFUSE TO CONSENT TO OUR
MEN GOING TO WAR.
We stand as a wall of women against the participation
of the United States in the war in Europe.
We know that there is nothing for American mothers and
wives to gain in that war. We know that if our sons and ou
husbands are sacrificed, it will be a sacrifice to the ticker tape
and to the greed of war profiteers. We know that Americ
will be immeasurably the poorer for the waste of their youn
lives, that the economic problems now facing us will be increased a hundred-fold.
We hold that the nations of Europe are destroying each
other and will be in no position to attack anyone. Caused b
the conniving of the politicians on both sides, the only result
of the war will be ruin and chaos for all who participate
American defense is not an issue in the present situation.
Bitterly We Were Deceived
Those of us who gave husbands and sons in the last Wonl
to
War were making our supreme sacrifice, so we were told,
sho
years
twenty
past
the
of
Events
perpetuate Democracy.
us how bitterly we were deceived. Armed with this knowledge
we will not again be swayed by empty propaganda and fals
promises.
Ours is the duty to preserve peace, to keep life in the
bodies of the sons we have borne. America's future is not
the property of the few who exploit the many. America's
Democracy belongs to us - our men and our girls and
the
boys. We know that the only way we can be sure of prethe
through
is
Democracy
continued existence of our
servation of peace and the development of our country.
dragge
We know that the American people can never be
civi
full
retain
they
as
long
so
will
their
against
into war
plainly
loudly,
express
to
liberties
liberties and utilize these
recogniz
and continually their firm denunciation of war. We the illincluding
liberties,
civil
all attempts to curtail our
part o
disguised anti-union aims of the Dies Committee, as
task
the
that
feel
We
war.
in
country
a plot to embroil this
offi
any
of
hands
of keeping out of war must not rest in the
the
was
it
that
forget
not
do
We
cials, however idealistic.
inte
us
plunged
great liberal dreamer Woodrow Wilson who
when 1
the last war, then wept in remorse and disillusion
was over.
Because There Was No Wall
men and
Because they did not form a wall between theirenmeshe
tragically
themselves
find
mothers
war, Europe's
mistake here.
in a war they abhor. We will not repeat that sides of thi
both
on
women
suffering
those
of
For the sake
our men,
conflict, as well as for ourselves, our country and we shall
spreading,
from
war
this
keep
to
part
our
we will do
Yanks a
not permit America to go to war, this time the
coming.
NOT
WE
AMERICA IS GOING TO STAY OUT OF WAR.
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Don't Come to Pedro,
Longshoremen Told
SAN PEDRO - E. L. Bowen,
President of ILWU 1-13 (Pedro
longshoremen), has advised San
Francisco longshoremen not to
come to Pedro to work cargo during the present SF tie-up.
In a wire to SF longshore headquarters Bowen said: "Working
very little San Francisco cargo at
present. We request that you discourage any of your members
from coming here as much as
possible, at least for the present."

ILWU Gives Tips on
Getting Relief

Since 1900

MURPHY'S
Beer - Wine - Liquors
885 LORING
Crockett

.1111.

SAN FRANCISCO-The MC&
t
this week signed an agreeinen
"cofclarifying overtime pay for
fee work" with the Joint Port
Committee. ,
The clarification of the Present contract, signed by E.
Burke and Eddie Lane for the
P
union and S. D. Freeman, G.
the
for
Grant and R. W. Myers
owners, stipulates the followin
stewards
overtime for cooks and
preparing coffee on the stear
schooners:
On two-man jobs: Two hours
per day overtime per man.
On three-man jobs: Two hours
overtime for each man actuall'engaged in preparing and servin
coffee. If the coffee is prepared
outside of the galley or if tl
cook is not actually engaged,
overtime to only two men.
Four-man jobs: Two hours p
day to men actually engaged. No
more than three of the men o
iii
the job shall ever be engaged
coffee-making at one time.
The rule is to apply immediately and will remain in effect until a new' contract is
arrived at,

SAN FRANCISCO-Longshoremen who need relief because of
the present port tie-up are advised
to report to the following places
by ILWU 1-10 president Henry
Schmidt:
San Franciscans: State Relief
headquarters,
Administration
1000 Geary St.
Residents of Alameda County:
SRA headquarters, 829 Harrison
St., Oakland.
Residents of Maria County: 591
4th St., San Rafael.
Residents of San Mateo County: 430 Peninsula St., San Mateo.
Schmidt advises all longshoremen to answer "yes" when SRA
interviewers ask applicants if they
will take a job if the SRA can get
it for them. If they don't answer
"yes", be points out, they'll get
SAN FRANCISCO-Longshoreno relief.
men who are paid up in dues fc
September will be considered in
PATRONIZE 'VOICE'
good standing until the present
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waterfront beef is settled, a
recnounces Chris Christenson,
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Seatile Section
HITS AT DIES

SEATTLE. - Moving to
,p rotect the jurisdictional
rights of affiliated Locals in
,Alaska, District Council No. 1
last week conducted detailed
Investigation of the master agreement recently signed between some
twenty-seven American Federation of Labor organizations and
the firms.which have contracted
the work for the United . States
Naval air base projects in Sitka
and Kodiak.
The agreement entered into beween the AFL International and
the contractors is a closed shop
agreement covering all work on
the projects. The District Council
,has no quarrel with anybody for
Signing a closed shop agreement,
Whether it be AFL or CIO. On
he contrary, the policy of the
Maritime Federation is to secure
such agreements for its affiliates
henever possible.
The fact that the, AFL has seured these agreements is in itself
no concern of the Maritime Federation either. Indeed, several afMates of the council are conCerned.
However, .certain AVIA leaders in an official capacity, the
council learned, fire attempting
to it
this master agreement in an effort to split or, ganized labor in Alaska by discriminating against residential
Alaskans affiliated with the
€19. And this, very definitely
the Maritime Federation will
not stand for.
I A Gets
Work
An excellent case in point is
LWIJ Local 1-78 in Kodiak. It
Roger N. Baldwin, director of the American Civil Liberties
has been denied the longshore
Union, who took a crack at Dies tilld his committee while in
Work on the Kodiak project by the
Seattle last week. Mr. Baldwin interviewed a group of Seattle
ontractors and it has been defitrade unionists, headed by I. A. Sandvigen of Machinists Local 79,
nitely established that the ILA
on violations of civil liberties while in Seattle.
as installed a charter on Kodiak
Island. Not only was this the
rankest discrimination against
he members of ,Local 1-78, who
are all bona fide residents of Kom iak, but the installation of
an
LA charter in that. locality can
ntily be interpreted as a deliber, te move to split. the ranks of
the
ILWU in Alaska.
.Or the matter of affiiiation
the
position of the Maritime FederaSEATTLE-Once again the
tion is very clear. On the entire
courage and dependability of
..*acific Coast and in Alaska, with
the exception of three ports
American 'seamen in a pinch was
in
Puget Sound, the longshoremen
demOnstrated, this time in the
.re affiliated with the CIO Interstormy Gulf of Alaska on the SS
national Longshoremen and WareMt. McKinley of the Alaska SS.
sousemen's Union. That's their
Co.
business, they can affiliate with
Whomever they choose. If they
_Bruce Victor, member of the
(Continued from Page 1.)
,,lioose, for example, to reaffiliate
MCS,
employed on the Mt. McKinWith the ILA, that would be no dorsed by the Maritime Federanight utility, was coming
as
ley
tion of the Pacific or any of
'oncern of the Maritime Federaoff watch at 6:05 on the morning
tion, which would support them its district councils.
,ust as it does now that they are
November 1 when he was told
Another new section provides of
'filiated with the CIO.
that
there was someone monkeyHowever, when the ILA begins for wages of $1.25 straight time ing with the steering engine of the
o Promiscuously issue charters
in and $1.85 overtime.when members
'Alaska, thereby locking out bona of the union are used as mill- ship. Victor immediately went to
inveitigate, since any mishap' to
fide residents of the Territory who
wrights.
ave chosen the ILWU for their
steering apparatus of the ship
the
The grain exporters - the emcollective bargaining agency, that
in the troubled waters of the Gulf
contime
ployers-did
any
not at
something that very definitely
of Alaska might mean disaster to
oes concern the Maritime Federa- sider our demand for the straight the ship with a possible loss of
tion. They have chosen the ILWU. .six-hour day as unreasonable. life.
Ind any issuance of ILA
It didn't take long for Bruce
charters Nevertheless, they flatly refused 'it
has only one end in view-splitting in the beginning on the basis of
to see what was happening. A
the ranks of the longshoremen. not wishing to lead in, establish- steerage passenger, crazed with
khronson Again
ment of a precedent.
whiskey, was determined to "fix
It was no accident when T.
Consequently, negotiations were this gadget." Just a few more
H. (Tiny) Thronson, secretary drawn out considerably, and occa- jerks with a coupling rod which
of the Pacific Coast District of sionally were a little on the hot he had jammed into the.steer.
the ILA, tried last week to and heavy side. Actually, they ing engine would probably have
crash a meeting of a district were broken off at one time, and
wrecked this vital part of the
council committe with Mr. a strike vote was taken in which ship's mechanism, and the ship
. Nolan, personnel director for 90 per cent of the men voted to
with its 450 people on board
the air base projecfs.
strike if and when the negotiating
would have been at the mercy
Further, the Council has learned committee said the word.
of the elements.
At this time, however, the Marithe course of its investigation
Bruce tried to reason with the
that the ill starred Cannery Ten- time Labor Board, in the person of man, but that individual started
iermen's Union (which strove so B. M. Marshman, stepped into the to fight and consequently Bruce
furiously alblet futilely to disrupt picture and requested that nego- was forced to take extreme measthe AFU last Spring during the tiations be resumed. Both sides ures to defend himself and pro.-:•,anned Salmon negotiation) has agreed, and the final result is the tect the ship, its passengers and
also entered the picture. This out- new contract.
crew. He knocked out the crazed
't has been manveuvering to try
man, then called the bridge, and
11
.1d get the jurisdiction on several tug boats which are to be used on the captain, the officer of the
these projects. And these tug watch and a sailor responded.
The man was put in irons
boats are under the jurisdiction of
and locked up, the ship with its
the Inlandboatmen's Union.
passengers was safe, and anAnother frequent visitor at
other American seaman had
the office of Mr. Nolan has
risen to the occasion.
been Capt. Brinker of MM&P
In reporting the incident to the
140(111 90, closely associated
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Seattle press upon arrival of the
Watertenders & Wipers Assn.
with Lunticherg's
at 6. Tel. Main 6331, Seattle
The investigating, committee vessel here, no mention of Victor's
We
made a detailed report to the last heroic action was made.
Bert Coleman, Agent-Thurs.
Council meeting, and upon their wonder why?
Incidentally, a part of the cargo
reco M mend ation, a letter was
/11 drafted, copies of which were sent was $800,000 in gold.
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
to President Roosevelt, the SecAssociation of the Pacific
retary of the Navy, Alaska deleJoseph Harris, 84 Seneca St.,
gate Dimond and the entire
, Seattle. Phone ELiot 2562
Washington Congressional delegalit tion, demanding that residential
Alaskans, regardless of union afSAN FRANCISCO -Fred Otto
filiation, be hired for these projects at all ports in Alaska where Heyer, member of the Marine
Meets 1st and 3rd Thursdays
the government maintains employ- Cooks and Stewards Association
each month at 80 Pike St.
since April 6, 1935, was mourned
ment services.
Pres:-T. R. Richardson
by his brothers this week. He died
Sec.-D. Bennett
of a heart attack. Brother Heyer
'VOICE'
PATRONIZE
Vice-Pres.-F. C. Smith
was chief chef on the President
ADVERTISERS. THEY
III
Coolidge.
'VOICE.'
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ILWU WILL ELECT
SAN FRANCISCO - The election for vice-president of ILWU
1-10 will be held next Friday, the
union announces. The vote will
continue through the following
Monday. Running for the post are:
Frank Hendricks, Walter Klewe,
Bill Clark and Fred Knopf.

Honest Injun!

lied Men Wont Go
For US in War
SEATTLE.-The Tulalip Indians at the reservation near
Marysville, Washington, Friday night, Nov. 17th struck a
left hanaed blow at the white man's vaunted "civilization" by
demanding that America keep out of war.

Timber
Barons Gyp
The Public
SEATTLE - The proposed soil
survey and land use classifications
by the King County Planning Commission is being resisted by the
Weyerhauser Timber Company
which has large holdings in rural
King County and throughout the
state.
The reason for Weyerhauser's
resistance is obvious. Less than
ten percent of the land in King
County is suitable for agriculture.
Weyerhauser is selling the loggedoff land to settlers on the assumption that this land can be farmed
after the stumps are removed.
This assumption, of course, is
utterly ridiculous. In the first
place, anyone who has ever seen
the giant stumps in this area
knows what a superhuman task
their removal entails. Even after
they are removed by prodigious
effort and expense, experience has
taught that the land is practically
worthless for farming.
The King County Planning oCmmission expects to classify this
mining, and sheep grading, but not
land as suitable for reforestation,
for farming.
Settlers from the Dust Bowl and
other impoverished sections of the
United States, lured by these false
claims of the Weyerhauser timber
barons, are already flocking to
King County, sinking their meager
savings into this worthless stump
land.

MFP Asks Gruening
To Talk With Unions
SEATTLE.-Washington District Council No. 1 of the
MFP at Friday night's meeting went on record sending
Ernest T. Gruening, newly appointed governor of Alaska,
congratulations on his appointment with ,a request for a

<>meeting with Council representatives when he arrives in Beattie
enroute to Alaska.
Th appointment of Mr. Gruening, assistant secretary of the Interior ,is a matter of keen interest
to the Maritime Federation which
has thousands of affiliaterAtnnuals
agreements with the
SEATTLE-We wish to thank 1Yeeking
packers in the rich Territory.
our many friends who came to the
His appointment was hailed in
"Corned Beef and Cabbage" din- liberal circles in
the Pacific Northner sponsored by Ladies' Auxiii- west as an outstanding victory
ary No. 3 of the ILWU. Since the over the absentee-owners of the
attendance was larger than we Territorial industries.
The Alaska Labor Party and
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the Washington Commonwealth
from Alaska's resources.
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with a new constitution and by- See Alaska Expansion
With construction of an Interinterlaws. We are sending two delegatei both of whom have voice national highway through Canada,
it is freely predicted that Alaska
and vote.
Beginning in November, the is on the threshold of a wave of
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and murderous tactics that were
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(Continued from Page 1.)
Must Adopt New Methods
It was apparent to the commitHELP
THEM.
The change in the employers'
down to business again and the tee ,that this meeting was nothing
first proposal we asked of them but a farce, and we so informed methods make It imperative that
the unions make similar changes.
was dealing with Clause No. 6 of Mr. Myers. Time and time again
we had to stop all discussions and It is no longer enough to put
the working rules which deals
wait until Mr. Myers got through pickets before the docks in the
with the calling of members of with his orations which were de- hope that the shipowners will
the crew in port after 6 p. m.
livered in obscene language and weaken and give in. Nor is it
FRANK'
HONEST
Phone SEneca 1980
an abusive tone of voice. It was enough, under the present condiMyers Disrupts
tions, to establish a publicity
At this point Mr. Myers again necessary for Brother Charley
Dont' miss the West Coast's
interrupted the committee and Cates to warn Mr. Myers that we committee at the time each beef
Established Since 1907
most unusual Radio Program
asked us if we were negotiating either got down to business or
Try Our 25c Merchants' Lunch
for the longshoremen or the sail- we would have to leave the meet- committee if it was willing to
Tune In On
Cards-Restaurant-Beer-Wine
ors. We asked him'what he meant ing, which was scheduled for terminate the agreement; and
300 Second Ave., Seattle, Wash.
this time Mr. Myers was a very'
by this statement and he apolo- only one hour.
surprised gentleman, because it
gized once again.
Loud-Mouthed Myers
was the unanimous opinion of the
So we started again on ProSo Mr. Myers quieted down
Guy Sanderson, Prop - 5 Barbers
whole committee that as far as
posal No. 6. And once again
again. Well, we finally got
every day from Monday thru
we were concerned we were willMr. Myers interrupted, this
started and everything was going to ,terminate the agreement
Saturday, at 4:45 p,m.-for
time to inform the commiti ee
ing smoothly until we reached
UNION WORKMEN
but did not have this authority
that we were not reading from
the six-men-to-a-gear clause.
1419
/
1
2 First Avenue
from
the
membership
to do so.
the agreement. We informed
That seemed to be the end of
Between Pike & Union
We also asked Mr. Myers when
Mr. Myers we were reading
the meeting until Mr. Myers
-lively and interesting comfrom the SUP Steam Schooner
was informed by his colielgues we could again meet with them,
ments on the issues of the day.
agreement and if there was any
to shut up and get down to and were informed maybe in one
mistake it must be a typobusiness. It seemed that when- Week or maybe three weeks, but
Please remember that this valugraphical error and no fault of
ever a clause came up, Mr. he would not give us a definite
able radio program is made
date.
ours.
Myers was always trying to
possible by .. .
Mr. Myers then answered that side-step the issue and agitate
This is not a report, but just a
BEERS AND WINES
for all we knew maybe the steam, the committee; but it was mmgeneral idea of what took place
schooner operators had paid for
possible to do so, as by this 'between the committee and' the
93 PIKE ST.
the printing of the agreement. We time we were well acquainted shipowners. And to let the public
informed Mr. Myers that we
with his attitude and were de- as well as the maritime workers
Dentists
didn't care who paid for the termined to go through with
know who is the stumbling block
printing, all we were interested
4211
this thing. We finally got
/
2 PIKE ST., SEATTLE
when it comes time to try and
Smiling Bartenders
in was to amend the agreement. I hrough the agreement after agree on any subject by sitting at
Serve You Day and Night
Mr. Myers again asked us if we some hot and heavy words be- a round table and talking things (He Deserves Your Patronane)
YOU'RE WELCOME HERE AT
wished to terminate the agree- tween Brother Usinger and Mr. over without having to tie up the
Progressive
intelligent
91 PIKE STREET
ment, which question was an- Myers.
whole waterfront over minor
SEATTLE
swered with a very definite NO.
And again Mr. Myers asked the issues.
Patronise Ve;
The Redmen, long maligned*
In the class room and in the an"The same persons who opnals of American and European
pose money for food, clothing
history as bloodthirsty seekers of
aml shelter in peace time are
scalps, unanimously signed peace
always willing to spend any
petitions demanding America keep
amount in war time," Costigan
out of war.
said.
The petitions were circulated
"Why can't we afford old age
at an old age pension union meet- pensions for the living if we
ing held in Priest Grange Hall can afford to give pensions to
on the Tulalip Indian Reserva- soldiers-if they survive the
tion.
battlefields?
.The overwhelming sentiment
"Why can't we afford bridges
peace was rolled up after more and farm-to-market roads through
than 100 old age pension seekers WPA projects if we can afford
-both Indians and whites-had to build bridges in somebody
applauded the words of Howard else's territory to be tlown up?
Costigan, secretary of the Wash"Why can't we afford social
ington Commonwealth Federa- medicine if we can afford to emtion, who assailed false barriers ploy army doctors to patch up
of tace, colors andcreed set up to wounded soldiers so they can be
divide the people.
sent back to the slaughter?"
Costigan bitterly challenged the
In closing, Costigan urged that
economy bloc budget balancers false barriers of race, creed and
who complain America "can't af- color be brushed aside and urged
ford" to provide for its people the common people to mobilize beduring peace time.
hind a common peace program.
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Employers Also Aim
At Democracy
HE TELEGRAM addressed to President Roosevelt by Mayor Rossi
brings to mind the reactionary hysteria shown by the vested interests of San Francisco and their paid political hirelings during and after
the bitter struggles of '34 and '36.
It is not a coincidence that the hysteria so carefully built and nurtured in 1934 by these profit-hungry vultures culminated in Bloody
Thursday and martial law.
It certainly is not coincidence that immediately upon publication
of this latest attack on one of the waterfront labor's most respected
leaders that the Associated Farmers offered to bring into the Port of
Oakland "farmers" to load the Columbia Star, while "a group of men
connected with the shipment of cargoes met to discuss ways and means
of protecting the man in the middle by keeping the port of San Francisco open." This impartial body called together by M. J. McCarthey,
president of the Pacific Coast Customs Brokers Association, following
the usual pattern, scheduled as its main speaker the college mariner of
"Fight to a Finish" fame, Almon E. Roth.
These events in the South followed just two weeks after the Bellingham affair. There, Mr. Donovan of the Bloedel-Donovan Lumber Company almost succeeded in organizing a reign of terror against longshoremen in that port because of their support to striking IWA men.
Mr. Donovan was actively supported in this campaign by a fascist
group known as the Better Business Builders, composed of the city's
business interests, politicians, and elements headed by Tiny Thronson
of the ILA.
An analysis 9f these events bring us to the following conclusions:
Fearful that the growing unity of labor and liberal voters may defeat
toryism in subsequent elections, aMyor Rossi, at the behest of his
owners, has begun a new offensive against labor. This move coincides
with the statewide offensive against free use of the initiative refer.
endum and is part of the reactionary drive to liquidate democracy.
The impending arrival of Martin Dies and his committee against
Americanism, to be followed quickly by the Smith Committee to investigate the NLRB on the Pacific Coast, can be used to best advantage by
the shipowners if their hirelings are able to throw the coast into a state
of hopeless confusion by refusing to negotiate differences with the
unions. Under the protecting cloak afforded by these witch hunts,
flag-waving stooges of the Roth-Foisie type may hope to confuse the
public as to the real issues involved and by means of a mass lockout
or other employer device...attempt again to break our unions.
Maritime workers can readily see the employers, real objective in
these moves but in order to properly protect ourselves we must consolidate and strengthen our position on the front.
Organized labor will not tolerate public officials or congressional
committees who use their positions in attempts to destroy unions.
More than ever it is imperative that our slogan "An injury to one is
an injury to all" becomes a living reality.
The protection of our civil liberties is the order of the day. This
can best be done if the ranks of labor are United.
The rank and file have an immediate job to do:
1---Unity in the ranks.
2—Pressure on your officials for UNITED ACTION with the rest
of labor.

T

Now Is The Time
For Real Unity
Here's a reminder to members of all maritime unions up and down
the Coast. It's from resolution No. 40, passed last summer at the Federation convention:
"BE IT RESOLVED: That the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
extend invitations to all maritime groups to reaffiliate with the Federation with the understanding that each and every component organization shall have complete local autonomy to determine how and in what
manner they conduct their internal policy and affairs."
With the ship-owners attacking on all fronts, right now is the time
when full unity of all workers in the maritime industry is the order of
the day. If your union isn't in the Federation, why don't you make it
your business to see how the membership feels about it at the next
meeting? There's no time like the present.
'11.111•111•=1....

Waterfront 'Reds'

They AnswerSubpoena
lint No Dice, No Dies
SAN FRANCISCO—"Mise Otis
regrets she cannot have lunch
today."
And Congressman Dies, he's
sorry he's gone away.
These are two formulas for
standing somebody up, the second of which was applied to
Henry Schmidt and John Sellamaker of the longshoremen on
Monday.
"Appear at 10 o'clock, November 20, in Room 76, Appraisers Building," the supoena said.
It was very official and was
signed by the Speaker of the U. S.
House of Representatives.
So Henry and John showed up
on the dot, ready to "tell all'
about those subversive unionists
Mr. Dies is so scared of.
Room 76 is the pay office for
the Coast Guard. Trust Martin
Dies to be in the pay office of
some outfit all the time.

But no Martin Dies, no stoolpigeons, no cotnmittee, no
Only a bare and
nothing.
empty room and two unpaid
telephone bills addressed to the
"Special Comtnitte on un-American Activities."
"I must say Mr. Dies is not
very prompt," Henry said, looking at his watch. 'When I'm invited to a party I always expect
the host to be there on time."
"Maybe Mr. Dies isn't corning," said Schomaker. "Maybe
we're being stood up."
"Didn't I tell you nobody was
here?" asked the puzzled elevator
man who had opened the door.
"Those fellows aren't here, they're
back East or somewhere."
"Well, I guess he doesn't expect us to wait," said Henry,
lighting his pipe with the now
defunct subpoena... "Let's go."
And that was that.

Blackie Meyers
Reports to NMU
West Coast Unions a Force
For Unity, NMU Organizer
Tells Membership
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By FREDERICK N. MYERS,
Chairman of Atlantic District Committe (NMU)

T THE conclusion of the CIO Convention in San Francisco, it was decided
that I should make a trip to all of the
Pacific Coast ports for the purpose of
bringing to the membership the decisions
of the CIO Convention, our National Convention, and of popularizing the policies of
the Union generally. The following is a
partial report of the West Coast situation
and activities there:
1. Jurisdiction of West Coast Unions
recognized by N. M. U.

A

A question of prime importance concerning
reorganization was "does our national program
Interfere with the jurisdiction of any of the
West Coast unions." Our position and reply
to this question is—definitely No. The NMU
recognizes all contracts now existing between
the SUP, A/WOW, MC&S and the operators, and
we will certainly not encroach upon anyone's
The policy of our union is
agreements.
strengthen our own organization and all other
marine unions by organizing the unorganized.
This policy of Organization tends not only
to strengthen the NMU, but also the West Coast
marine unions as well. Our recent tanker
strike is an example of how the employers used
the Texas Company, Atlantic Refining, Sun Oil
and other unorganized companies as a scabherding apparatus to help break that strike.
We cannot afford to leave this weapon in the
hands Of the shipowners, and from the lesson
of the tanker strike we have definitely learned
that if our union or any other union is to maintain our agreements and the conditions won,
every seaman sailing on American 'ships must
be brought within the orbit of the union.
On the Calmar and Isthmian Line ships,
organizational work has been going on for
quite some time. This requires more concentration on the part of the union as a whole.
The question of the unorganized tankers on
the Pacific Coast is a most vital one. The
SUP and the MEOW have lost elections on
smite companies; on others, these West Coast
unions have not even petitioned for elections
and have done very little organizational work.
We consider all these unorganized companies
a definite threat to our existence and in order
to protect ourselves, must bring them into our
union.
This program is naturally welcomed by all
organized seamen because it means more of a
turnover in jobs; more ships to sail on, and a
guarantee that our shipping lists will not be
cluttered up due to lack of companies on which
we can sail.

2. Maritime Federation of the Pacific
and National Unity.
The West Coast has been a principle target
for the employers during the past few years.

They have used Lundeberg's arguments that a
federation of all marine unions is not desired
by the seamen. We refute this. The fact that
We are welcomed in the councils of the West
Coast unions is indicative of the Federation's
ability to recognize the need for national unity
and gives our organization all possible help and
assistance.
our representatives sit in the councils as
observers and we try to establish better working relationship with the West Coast unions,
because we recognize only too well that the
division that now exists is not of our liking
and will only be done away with when all marine unions recognize that our only and common
enemy is the shipowner, and the influx into our
industry, now already overburdened, can only
be stopped by joint action on both coasts.

8. Legislative Work.

We have taken the lead on the legislative
front and have been successful in stopping
legislation designed to curb our growth and
liquidate us. We will be much more effective
In the legislative and political field if and when
we are able to work more closely and as one
with West Coast unions in outlining policy.

4. West Coast Unions a Force for
Unity.

This, I think, is being recognized more and
more by the firemen, sailors and stewards on
the West Coast who are coming out strongly for
national unity. The fact that the Marine Cooks
and Stewards have an excellent agreement with
the NMU is an indication of this developing national unity, with its resultant benefits for the
membership of both unions involved. In the
MC&S, unemployment is at a minimum due to
the fact that they are able to pay off in any
American port and ship out of any port with
comparative ease.
The need for increased unity in the marine industry is expressed by H. F. McGrath,
president of the Maritime Federation of the
Pacific, himself a leader of the AFL, but
doing concrete work to bring about real unity
front below; and Bruce Hannon, Federation's
secretary, who has also worked hard to make
the Federation a strong force for national
unity.

5. Negotiations on both Coasts.

It is not strange or extraordinary that negotiations both on the East and West Coast are
not concluded at this time. The reason for this
Is that the employers are attempting to pit
each coast against the other in an effort to
cause false issues and divisions. This must be
recognized and our future policy formulated on
the basis of our knowledge of this old and
familiar tactic: of the operators.

6. Steamschooner Strike.

We wired our agents on the Pacific
Coast to give all possible support to the
steam schooner strike because we recognized
that an injury to the Pacific Coast brothers
in this struggle could only be turned into an
issue and injury against all unions, and a
victory for our West Coast brothers was ultimately a victory for our organization. The
stirke bulletin from San Francisco is proof
of the support of our members on the West
Coast to this strike. I quote a paragraph relating to our members: "The National Maritime Union members ttre volunteering for
picket duty and are standing by to be of any
possible assistance."
We call upon our membership to take an
active part in the most vital question now facing our industry—national unity. Negotiations
on both coasts can progress only on the basis
of the operators recognizing that regardless of
what union we belong to, at this time we are
prepared to support each other in any just demands that have been raised.
This realization will do more to help conclude satisfactory negotiations and bring about
best poshible agreements for all American seamen, regardless of their union affiliation, and
which coast they sail on.
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The President Says
By 11. F. McGRA-TH
President of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
This week the Marine Firemen brought their Steam
Schooner strike to a successful conclusion. The negotiating committee had been able
to maneuver the operators into
. delivering an ultimatum to the
union, which immediately
placed the opetrators in a bad
position. This ultimatum,
which amounted to a "take
our proposition or else" edict
gave the Firemen a beautiful
opportunity to take the "or
else" offered them and immediately tie up all the Steam
Schooners.
The next move then was up
to the operators and they got
busy right away. Negotiations,
before the strike, had been
left up to the smaller fry
among the operators, but with
a strike on, the committee for
the first time met up with
the people who control the
greatest number of Steam
Schooners.
After this, things really
started rolling, and as a result the Firemen won all
their demands with the exception of overtime for Saturday afternoons. It was, in
the opinion of the committee, a major victory and
they were backed up in this
opinion by a three to one
vote of the membership to
return to work and call off
the strike.
The committee felt that with
business conditions the way
they are, that to hold out for
Saturday afternoons would
have prolonged the strike for
weeks. It seems to me that
strike action is still one language that the employer understands and in this case was
much more effective than beating your brains out against
high priced legal talent and
such people as Foisie and
Gregory, whose purpose in life
seems to be to promote strife,
on the theory that as long as
labor relations remain unstable
their high-priced jobs will be
secure.
Every group within the
Federation gave full mid
active support to this strike
and certainly these expres.
slops of unity play an alportant part in the settlement of any strike.
*

a. *

On the other strike front,
that of the ship's clerks, the
picture is not so bright. This
is a struggle that means the
very life of the union and
probably before it is over the
entire Federation will have to
be called on for help. The infamous Almon Roth has injected himself into this situation, and has enlisted the aid
of all the anti-labor organizations and individuals in the
state. In this list are the San
Francisco Chamber of Commerce, the Associated Farmers
and the well known tool of
the employers from the '34
days, Mayor Angelo Rossi.
At the present time the
Dock Checkers Association is
refusing to meet with the
union and are probably under
instructions to turn the whole
thing over to Roth and his
union-wrecking orowd.

Their first method of attack WAS to pick up a lying
statement of Finkhall Poisie's to the effect that
Bridges had brushed aside
the clerks' negotiating committee and called the strike,
and at the same time making the statement, "I am the
clerks' union." This was
picked up by all the paid
press, with the Chamber of
Commerce asking the public to do something about
our irresponsible leaders on
the waterfront. These state-,
ments have been denied by
the clerks negotiating committee, the Maritime Federation, and by Bridges himself but still the anti-labor

H. F. MoGRATH
forces keep up the hue and
cry.
Roth, yesterday, at a meeting of the foreign trade department of the Chamber of
Commerce, launched a drive
for public support in opposition against the leadership on
the waterfront. Last Friday
Mayor Rossi sent a wire to
President Roosevelt attacking
what he claims is the "radical
alien leadership" in waterfront unions. Also last week
the Associated Farmers offered
to send farmers up to the Port
of Oakland to load fruit on
the S. S. Columbia Star whose
cargo was tied up by a strike
of the warehousemen.
You can analyze all these
maneuvers and no matter how
you add them up you get the
same answer, which is an attempt on the part of the employer group to incite the
public to. some form of vigilante action, such as the recent affair in Bellingham or
the Salinas, Westwood and
Madera cases in California.
, While these vigilante movements may have enjoyed a certain amount of success in these
snialler communities I believe
that if the same sort of tactics
are tried against waterfront
workers we will be able to
giVe a pretty good account of
ourselves by the time the
smoke and tear gas clears
away.
At the last executive
board meeting the board •
went on record for the es.
tablishment of a civil liberties fund by the Federa.
lion. This action was certainly timely and lt want to
urge those organizations
who have not yet contributed to this fund to do so
inunediately, so that we
may be prepared for any
emergencies that may arise.

Coffee Time
By VIC JOHNSON

Maybe it's phony, maybe
it stinks, maybe the Western Front is a training
school for pinochle players.
To all of this we raise one
objection: The game of pinochle cannot be properly enjoyed when the next trick
might be interrupted by the
spattering of the two decks
against the overhead:
Unfortunately, mines have a
peculiar way of not respecting flags.
When they're
bumped into, they go off and
they don't stop to ask if it's
a German scow or an English
one, or one of those bastard
tubs from the United States
hiding her parentage under
the Pamananian flag.
You swing on a mine and
it swings right back, and
the question are asked later.
They try to determine from
the pieces what it is all
about, but it's pretty hard to
determine anything front the
pieces. Even a lady. is not
respected by a mine. They
swing on Queen Wilhelmina
just as quickly as on Joint
Bull.
The only good thing that
can be said about mines is that
they're not phony. They can't
be fixed and they don't throw
fights. A mine never pulls a
punch. It lets go everything
it has. They're honest and
straightforward, a a d they
don't debate what effect a haymaker will have on the populace in Berlin or London or
Washington.
They're sprinkling the ocean
full of these simple-minded
slug-nuts who will just get in
and fight and not ask questions. The seas are becoming
a battle-royal with these managerless, secondless pluguglies from John Nobody's
stable.
They can drift about for
years without losing their
status aa working ham-andeggers, and they're just as
dangerous when they're
walkIng on their heels with
age as when John Nobody
dropped them over the stern
on the dark of the moon
out where the boxing cornmission, known. in interimd
tional boxing circles as The
Hague, doesn't rate very
nitich.
Of course, neither side takes
the responsibility for .these
problem children. They just
suddenly grew out there in the
ocean—sort of marine Topsies
with no fathers and no mothers, possibly the spawn of the
mating of a jellyfish and a
whale. That theory is as honest and acceptable as the conof
tentions
warring
both
parties.
There are rules and regulations concerning mine warthese
fare.
Theoretically,
dangerous seamonsters are not
supposed to be turned adrift
indiscriminately. But the rules
of war went up in smoke when
the first shot' was fired. War
rules are like treaties—okay
until the time is ripe for action.
Seamen of all nationalities
are the, guys who are going to
suffer from the rule-scrapping.

(Continued on

Page 5.)

words and propaganda
bulletins the real spotlight
of world events will very
probably turn on the Far
East in the near future. .
Great events are brewing
behind the scenes in China
these days. Reliable sources,
which have already made their
news felt in Tokio, Washington and London, report that
China is training and equipping the greatest army ever
assembled by one country in
the history of the world.
This army, comprising ten
being
million
soldiers, -'is
trained and assembled far in
the interior of Western China.
It is being prepared for a giant
offensive against the Japanese
sometime next year, and it has
already been in training for
the best part of a year.
The news filtering out of
China about this "mystery
army" brings into prominence
the program laid down by Maotse-tung, leader of the Chi
nese Communist party. This
program, outlined a year ago,
was ignored by the regula
press, but it is of extreme interest in the light of presen
developments.
Mao declared that in order
to carry the war against Japan
to a successful conclusion it
must be fought in three stages:
(1) The period during
which the Japanese attacked
and the Chinese were forced
to fall back in the face of
superior military force.
(2) The period in which
the Japanese were no longer
able to attack successfully
because their lines of communication were too extended and Chinese guerillas
were making life miserable
for them. During this period,
Mao said, the Chinese must
concentrate upon training a
vast army and industry, and
making arrangements for
feeding, clothing and equipping this army front bases
far in the interior of China.
(3) The period in which
the Chinese will take the
general offensive against the
economically exhausted Japanese and drive them out of
China.
When Mao made this report
he declared that China was en
tering the second period of the
war. It is now apparent the
the third period of this long range program is rapidly approaching. In the past yea
and a half the Japanese have
been able to take the offensive _
only twice—and each time the •
were defeated and driven back.
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Look for Offensive
i
It is common knowledge
Chiang'

diplomatic circles that
kai-shek and the Kuomintang
government in Chungking hay
been paying great attention to
Mao's advice as transmitted to
,
them by Chou En-lal, Chines.
Communist official now in
China's capital.
Chiang seems to have adopted this plan, or at least th:
major portions of it. If this 1'
true, you may look for a Chinese offensive on all front_
within the next six or eight
months. It will probably b conducted by the greatest arm in the world, equipped to a
••••• • -•••"'
large extent by the Soviets an ,
whatever British and French
materials the Chinese can import, and stands an excellen chance of breaking the back
of the Japanese empire.
The bigwigs in Tokio
know. this, and that's why
YOU see such a flurry of
diplomatic excitement on
their part. They're trying to ), —
bend over backward to be
nice to the U. S., England
.
and the Soviets all at the
same tittle, because they
know the storm is coming
very soon and they need an
umbrella.
London financial experts fez.
o
that economic collapse
Japan is now no longer tha
an..
a year away at the most,
the
this is how they explain
frantic efforts of the Japane.
militarists to get a new trade
agreement with the U. S. Ii.
the same light one can unde novi
stand why the Japanese
o',
call
to
anxious
seem
Manchukue
their war-dogs in
and get some sort of non-a•
gression agreement with 0'

4.4•••••••.....

Soviets,

Jap War Lords Scare.
They are no longer the ea ' -CU
flag-waving, big-sword
so
throats that used to shout
loud in Tokio. They're scar r,.,
writin;
and they see the hand
on the wall. And by their di - •
lomatic maneuvering they we.
to get American and British
backing to head off the rej
fo •
venated Chinese. In return
this backing they will tell tl '
American and British gover.big-shot0
mental and financial
One
the
saving
that they're
from "Communism" and ar
mov:.
invite our imperialists to
In and take a share of t profits.

Thursday, November 23, 1939.
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SEND IN
YOUR LETTERS
TO THE VOICE
The Sordid Dies

He Would Destroy Civil
Rights, Lead Us To War

'Pilot. Starts News
Broadcasts
Following the successful inauguration of the "Radio Voice,"
the ACA in conjunction with the "Pilot" is sending out new broadcasts for 55 minutes twice a week, on Wednesdays and Saturdays. All operators are urged to copy them for the crew.
Many operators on ships having high frequency receivers, unable to receive the broadcasts, are making arrangements to receive
them though short-wave receivers now on the market, Local 2
of the ACA Marine Division reports. Several reported highly
satisfactory can be bought from $15 to $30.
These press broadcasts are transmitted as follows:
Date
Stn.
Freq.
W.Z.I4
Time
Mondays
KJH
7,820
38.4
7:30 to 8:00 p. in.(PST)
("Voice")
KPF 14,635
20.4
7:30 to 8:00 p. in, (PST)
Wednesdays WCO
6.450
46.5
8:50 to 9:45 p. iii. (EST)
(ACA "Pilot")
Thursdays
KJH
7.820
38.4
7:30 to 8:00 p. in. (PST)
("Voice")
K RP 14,035
20.4
7:30 to 8:00 p. in. (PST)
Saturdays
WCO
6,450
46.5
8:50 to 9:45 p. in,(EST)
(ACA "Pilot")

San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 15, 1939.

Editor,"Voice of the Federation":
"The philosophy of Martin Dies is an interesting theme" . . . that was the opinion of
Brother Margolis when he spoke in behalf of the Lawyers' Guild at a Marine Cooks and
Stewards Union forum recently.
And interesting it is... to the extent that the very life and blood of our respective organizations will depend upon to
What extent Dies will be able to
instill in the minds of the public
his Masters' conception of Americanism.
Let's examine the facts:
First, he is investigating subersive activities . . . to him anyone who "advocates" class strugle is subversive.
His conception of Americanism
IS: Property rights and human
eeds. Sounds pretty good doesn't
it? But in examining his thesis
more closely we find that there
re certain times that Property
rights conflict with Human
eeds
a strike for better wages and conditions is one
of those conflictions . . . so that
nyone, according to Martin Dies
of course, who engages in a strike
or better wages and conditions
or agitates for the same is instigating a class struggle and is
herefore a subversive element.

Now, just accusing people of
being subversive will not stop
them from struggling to maintain
whatever gains in wages and conditions they have acquired through
their respective trade unions, so
Dies and his cohorts must silence
those opposing voices.
The Sordid Procedure
How will he do it?
First, an attempt will be made
through disreputable characters
like the McCuistions to brand the
progressive trade unions that are
demOcratically controlled as being "communistic controlled." .
Secondly, to smear the Communist party as being controlled by a
foreign government and introducing legislation outlawing its existence.
Now the link is complete ...
Any trade union leader or member who dares to oppose any degradation of conditions, or asks

for better wages and hours will
be accused of inciting class
struggle ... and is therefore subversive • . . his only alternative
would be then either to silence
his voice or possibly face a jail
sentence under the heading of being a Communist.
The One Purpose
• That is one of the purposes of
the Dies Committee; complete destruction of all progressive forces
in the U. S.
The other is a future prospective. With all the liberal and progressive voices silenced or in jail,
big business and monopoly capital
will then be able to take the
working class by the hands and
lead them down the road to war.
. . It was done in 1917, Will
they do it again in 1939-40?
Fraternally a'ours,
ALEX TRESKIN,
Eng. 339, NMU.

The Phoney 'Matsonews'

It's Finkciom Is a Product
Of the Past, a ia Hoover
ditor, Voice of the Federation:
Last week I wrote a letter to
he "Voice' blasting and
ridiculng the Matson Company's attempt
to neutralize the effects of union
eals on their employees through
the subtle, though artless.,
device
f Publishing a new magazine for
ts employees. that it
has named
"Matsonews"; and which is based
ith precision on the
discredited
Philosophy of Herbert Hoover's
"rugged individualism" and a
ribute to, and defense of, pure
finkdom.
It is not enough to merely
blast
and ridicule such futile
tricks; it
hould be pointed out why such
venture is absurd. The Matson
Company is simply carrying out
e now erroneous and
undemocratic procedure that produced
uch outfits as they are.
It is a
roduct of the past, the effect of
a cause, just as the
Standard Oil
or any other economic octopus.
It is a fact that eight huge monopolies regulate and control the
Ives of all of us. All big
companies fit to one of these monopoes and is part of the
general
ictatorial economic superstructure. Outside of slavery they
are
e most un-American phase of
this control and monopoly by
big
usiness as was recognized in the
assing of the Sherman anti-Trust
law though it is a feeble
and indequate remedy for the evil.
This week we observe
Thanksgiving. God help us if
We, as a nation, ever arrive at
a Thanksgiving without being
ateful for native 'resources
and blessings. This planet can
never again provide a similar
set-up it such opulent resources
and broa4 opportunity as a new
untry to which can come for
refuge the world's oppressed
and persecuted.
#
Yet, today, we have practically
the exact condition which was one
the chief oppressions that drove
e little band of Pilgrims out of
ngland into crude little ships to
aye the stormy and mysterious
Atlantic and pierce the wilderness
a new, unknown and savage
tountry with all its heartbreaking
hardships, privations a n d the
cissitudes of pioneer life. For,
along With religious persecution
d intolerance, it was also the
ranny and economic oppression
of the Mercantile Capitalists of
ngland of the 17th Century that

caused the Pilgrims to get underway for another world.
The greatest hope against this
modern activity of a legally unrecognized form of unlabeled insanity, is the democratizing influence of trade unions. Organized
labor is the leveling force in this
maelstrom of economic maladjustments. It is the only assurance
that we shall maintain our America on a conception of liberty and
dedicate it again, and again in
our hearts on the proposition of

man's equality.
And .all this is why the little
magazine, Matsonews, is phoney,
since it would prolong and encourage the pioneer attitude that
was American in pioneer days and
hurt no. one in its operation, but
which today under a capitalism
that has reached senescence, is
decrepit, and would, if unchecked
and not exposed, work against the
welfare of the workers, oppose
unionism and coddle the fink.
Frank McCormick, MC&S 1868.

Wages or Hours?

'Six-Hour Day Means Six
Hours, Not Overtime'
Editor, 'Voice of the Federation'
And then the greatest strike
Not many years ago, American in labor history took place. The
Labor gauged its work day by the maritime strike of 1934, which
rising and setting of the sun. The resulted in the longshoremen
clock meant little. The accepted being given a basic six-hour
work day began with the sun ris- day, with all the possibilities of
ing above the horizon and ended. making it a straight six-hour
with its brilliance giving way to day and increasing their wages.
evening's twilight.
To many longshoremen the basThe advent of the ten-hour day ic six-hour day meant overtime at
was greeted with much disap- three: little thought was given of
proval, but with the passing years, the real intent, or of its merits.
The writer believes the purpose
it was found satisfactory in that
production was on a par with the of the basic six-hour day, as it
was granted in the award of 1934,
previous sun-to-moon day.
When the eight-houe day was meant for the longshoremen to
, proposed by Labor to Industry, abide as close to the six-hour day
It met with tremendous opposi- as possible, and not by any means
tion. In the sight of some of our allow his hours to increase. Begreat and humane barons, the cause by increasing the hours in
eight-hour day amounted to a order to make a living, you lessen
revolution, and'millions of dol- t h e possibilities o f increasing
wages.
lars were spent to crush it.
After much sacrifice on the part
The arbitrators who satin
of Labor, the eight-hour day was judgement and reviewed the
reluctantly accepted, but not be- wages and hours, knew full well
fore it was proven that ten hour's the longshoremen could not make
work could be crowded into the a living with the. six-hour day in
eight-hour day.
eff.ect. And they reasoned that if
And the followed the merciless the longshoremen could not prospeed-up of Industry, of which vide for their homes and families
many books have been written. by living up to a six-hour day, it
Production increasing, wages de- would then be absolutely necescreasing.
sary to bring his wages up acProduction Goes Up, Wages Down cordingly so that he would not
The year 1932 saw on the Seat- have to increase his hours in order
tle waterfont a production rise to to make the difference in wages.
unbelievable heights, and wages When Raise Is Proposed
dropped from ninety (90) cents
To continue further on the subto seventy-five (75) cents per ject, it must be realized when a
hour.
raise is proposed and presented
•

MU Moves in On
Reduction Barges
Editor,'Voice of the Federation:'

The investigation conducted by a committee from the
MFOW&W of the dispute between the Association, an independent organization, and the Richmond Fish Reduction
Union, an AFL union affiliated to the SIU of NA, was held
in regard to the firing jobs on
board the fish reduction barges
Polerain, Redonda and Monarch,
moored at Point San Pablo in San
Francisco Bay.
These jobs have been under the
jurisdiction of the MFOW&W
since the fish reduction industry
was started on the Pacific Coast.
The investigation brought out
the fact that this organization-the Richmond Fish Reduction
Union—has moved in and placed
SIU firemen aboard the abovementioned barges, taking the jobs
away from the MFOW&W. The
investigation brought out the further attempts of this organization
to Move in on other barges where
members of the MFOW&W are
employed.
Attempt Failed
There. was an attempt made by
this AFL organizati9n to drive
firemen whO belong to the
MFOW&W off two other barges
moored at Point San Pablo—the

Brookdale and Peralto --with a
beef squad.
The attempt failed, due to the
fact that other union men employed on other barges stood
ready to go to their' assistance.
Only two men of the 10-man
goon squad were recognized,
according to witnesses who saw
them. lied Hart, an organizer
for the AFL fish reduction
union, and Charles Brenner of
the SUP were the men a fisherman recognized as members of
the goon squad.
According to other information
this Richmond fish reditction
union is one of those company
unions organized by the .company
union organizing committee that
operates within the AFL in California.
Fraternally,
J. P. Kelley,
No. 133, MFOW&W

FROM NEW ZEALAND

Workers See No
Gain From War
Editor, Voice of the Federation:
I am sending you an Australian

illustrated mag, called
Pic. It has pictures of the New Zealand labor government
houses for workers which shows you inside and out. They
are all built out in suburbs. 8000 were finished this year and
they try to maintain 5000 workers
a year at $5 a week rent.
Working conditions are much
the same here—plenty of work
and some unions are getting
raises. The Army, now on a voluntary basis, has got 6000 in
training, but recruiting is falling
off. The workers are getting wise
to Mr. Chamberlain and his counterpart in this country, Premier
Savage.
Savage said he would conscript wealth first before manpower, but we will see. Meanwhile, the Labor Government is
spending $445,000,000 on defense, with new air bases all
over the country nearly finished
and started. But they were
building a lot of ,them before
the war started. Their camps
are permanent ones for war or
peace—well laid out and good
accommodations, but if they
were only put to a better and
more productive use, what
could they do!
Soldier pay here for single men
that earnings are referred to and
not hours.
I would like to state again
that if you cannot make a living in six hours, it: leaAres no
room for an agreement, when
you make a demand for more
wages.
It could not be reasonably suggested that you increase your
hours. And no arbitrator in the
country could overlook those
facts.
Fraternally,
Lloyd Smith, No.468
ILWU 1.19
Seattle

is seven shillings and six-pence
for a private, but the workers are
not taking to joining up—they say
they don't want any part of it.
Already there have been a couple
of strikes out at the camps over
grub and wet clothes and the men
are getting their demands.
Helped Bridges
Remember me to Harry Bridges
and let him know we received a
lot of his Defense Committee publicity and put it around. We are
still getting articles printed in
union papers on his case. We have
also been getting numbers of
"People's World," "Voice of the
Federation" and CIO papers down
here and are seeing that they get
around.
How the Workers Feel
The U. S. has done the right
thing by keeping out of this war,
but for how long is 'up to the
working class. Mr. Chamberlain
and his fascist pal Daladier are
getting diplomatic defeats one
after the other, and when Chamberlain and his government say
they are fighting fascism to save
Democracy they are liars, because
they have taken a lot of the democratic rights away from their
own people and have used the excuse of war to bring Fascist laws
to their own countries.
That is how most of the
working people in this country
feel about the war. Wishing
the "Voice of the Federation"
many more successes in the future, I am
Fraternally,
:r. Mathias.

TO

Ilse Wutsonews"

Nice Mag, But How About
8 Hours, Decent Quarters?
Editor, Voice of the Federation:
The following letter has been sent

To the Editors of Matsonews,
306 Matson Bldg., San Franciscc
Gentlemen:
We have received with a great deal of intterest "our" new magazine, Matsonews. Although I am not at present employed by the Matson company,I have on several occasions
worked in the stewards' department of the Lurline, Matsonia and Monterey—three of our

fast luxury liners.
Of all the ar,ticles in our Mat
sonews, especially gratifying is
immediately institute on all our
the request for suggestions and
ships an eight-hour working
ideas for the improvement of
day for all employes, such as 19
service, efficiency, and of course,
enjoyed by most workers in all
harmonious relations between the
other industries (excepting the
company and the employes.
many industries on the six-hour
Although we are not sure that (lay), giving our employes
our suggestions will be accepted thereby more leisure to enjoy
in Om sincere light that they are and appreciate this fine new atintended, we respectfully offer titude of co-operation on the
the following:
part of our company.
1. That the Matson company
2. That living quarters on

ILA Men in Gulf

United Strength.
Support the New Deal With

Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertenders' & Wipers' Assn.
V. J. Malone, Secretary —
Thursdays at 7 p.m., 58 Commercial St., Tel. DOuglas 5650,
San Francisco Dispatcher,
DOuglas 7593.

Bay and River Bargemen
and Powerboatmen
Local 1-22, ILWU
Meetings—lst and 3rd Sundays, 10 a.m., 84 Embarcadero.
Manuel Baptiste) President and
Business Manager, GArfield
1904. William Correra, Dispatcher, GArfield 1904.

Women's Auxiliary No.1 of th
Maritime Federatio
Regular meetings at Druids
Temple,44 Page St., 2nd Thursday, 2 p.m.; 4th Thursday,
p.m.
Mail address: P. 0. Box 1249,
phone WAlnut 3295.
S. Englund, President.
M. Waugaman, Recording
Secretary.
R. Bottassi, Corresponding
Secretary.
E. F. Fidelli, Treasurer.

MEETINGS
ATTEND YOUR UNION

Marine CoOks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
Phone EX. 7440
Thursday at 4 p.m, at 86
Commercial Street.
E. F. Burke, SecretaryTreasurer.

Editor, Voice of the Federation:
I hare just read the November 9 issue

of the Voice, where
I ran across a little story relating to Port Gamble permit
longshoremen accepting an ILA charter.
I was surprised to learn of this and was astonished to
know that any longshoremen of the West Coast, permit or
otherwise, could be so misled and Misinformed as to pin any
hopes on a rag (charter) signed*
by the bloody hands of the in- anywhere in the Gulf, to say
famous traitor and Gangster nothing at all of the working conJoseph P. Ryan. Joe Ryan whose ditions. I say to the ILWU perhands are dripping with the blood mit men of the West Coast; if you
think you want to tote an ILA
of militant longshoremen who
book and if you think you would
have dared speak out against his like to have a job under Joe
sell-outs and dictatorial policies, Ryan's ILA conditions, it will be
and whose pockets are stuffed and no trouble for you to get it. For
overflowing with the money he there are plenty of ILA regular
has robbed from the ILA mem- members in the Gulf who will be
bership 'through his many sell- more than glad to trade you their
books and their job for your
outs and rackets.
The average earnings of the ILWU permit and job.
Individual members of the ILA
ILA Longshoremen in the Gulf is
$12.00 per week. (These are REG- in the Gulf have been expelled in
ULAR ILA MEMBERS and permit mass and without trial for raising their voices against Joe
men) and out of the $12.00 per
week they are forced to contrib- Ryan's rackets and sell-outs to
shipowners; many locals have
ute to all of the rackets of Joe the
Ryan and his underlings; they are had their charters jerked and
forced to kick back; and they their entir e memberships expelled for the same thing and by
slave under the most brutal and
the same method. These expulvicious speed-up imaginable.
I have worked on the West sions and charter jerkings are alCoast; in 'Frisco, Seattle, Port- ways carried out without warning
land and 'Pedro. In each of these and there is no recourse afterfour ports I found the earnings ward. So if any of you permit
of the permit men far better than men want to make a swap I am
sure that the ILA members tradthose of the regular ILA members
ing with you will require that it
be definitely understood that the
trade be for keeps.
Fraternally,
Joe Wright,
navvy, Local 2-5,
Galveston, Texas
(Continued from Page 4.)
It isn't a phony war for chaps
In the forecastle whose tub is
steaming through seas loaded
with quick-triggered death.
The "war of nerves" is pretty
real when the next rev the old
A splendid example of unity
mill turns out might stick her
was given by the crew of the SS
nose into a pile of drifting
Maine recently when, at a joint
dynamite.
meeting of the crew, the deck enBelligerents are planting
gineer was elected to take up a
the things, the whale and
voluntary
collection
for
the
jellyfish theory to the con"Voice."
trary. They have seen fit
"The whole crew, in fact, every
to discard the rules and play
member on board, contributed,
rough. They are the birds
report R. Havreck, treasurer of
who want materials. Shipthe "Voice of the Federation"
owners will make them pay
fund.
—plenty. And they'll make
Realizing the need for a strong
countries not at war pay for
"Voice" to weld the Maritime
the new danger to shipping
Federation into the finest organi—plenty..
zation of its kind, the SS Maine
It will be up to the guys
crew, along with others who have
who sail 'the tubs under the
contributed recently, sets a fine
broken rules to get theirs out example of unity and solidarity.
of the mess.
BOYCOTT STANDARD OIL.

Coffee Time

SS Maine Crew Sets
Fine Unify Example

SAN FRANCISCO — Jack Murray has been elected and seated as
a delegate to District Council No.
2 of the MFP from ILWU 1-30
and B. Hurley has replaced G.
Novel as a delegate from ILWU
1-22:

•

COMPLIMENTS OF.,.

Pacific Trading Co.
Importers of Wel-Pac Products

100 Sacramento St.
EXbrook 2147

San Francisco

Nathan Merenbach

Attend Your
Union Meetings

Henry Schmidt, President.

Iniandboatmen's Union
Meeting Wednesday morning
at 10 o'clock, Room 263, 25
California St.

Chris Christensen, Recording Secretary.
A. L.
Agent.

McCurdy, Business

Phil Sandia, Business Agent,

GLADSTEIN,
GROSSMAN and
MARGOLIS

Ell
Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-6, ILWU
77 Clay Street
EUGENE PATON, President
San Francisco
Meeting-2nd and 4th Wednesdays of each month at Scottish Rite Auditorium.

800 Mills Bdg.

Attorney-at-Law

San Francisco, Calif.

Seamen's Cases

Attorneys for ILWU 1-6, 1-11

Room No. 604

••••••••••••«11.11.4.111.41.0.••••••••••••••••••••••••41.1.11•••

DR. MILES E. WALTON

Albert Michelson

DENTAL OFFICE
Entire 5th Floor at 702 Market
KEARNY A. GEARY STS.
"Good Service for the
Membership"

Attorney for Pacific Coast Marine
Firemen,oilers, Watertenders

Office Location Same for 25 Years

ATTEND YOUR UNION
MEETINGS

Editor, 'Voice of the Federation':
Here is an appropriate Thanksgiving Day grace for this year:
"We thank you, our dear heavenly Father, for our Waterfont
Employers Association, the Chamber of Commerce, the Associated
Farmers, Mayor Angelo J. Rossi
and the Bankers and Manufacturers Association;
"Who are able to deprive
millions of the populace of the
necessities of life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness. That nit!..
lions of people are in dire want
while these unscrupulous barbarians have through foul and unchristian methods ruined food and
other necessities of life to enable
them to amass their ill-gotten fortunes. They, the war lords, who
have driven Christians to murder
their Christian brothers and sisters.
"We thank you also for the
kept press, which with vile and
misleading propaganda are able
to keep this great multitude of
Christians committing these unChristian acts.
"We are thankful for the fresh
air and sunshine, but we cringe
for fear that we will soon have
to pay a royalty for these. Amen."
Fraternally,
M. Thornton,
ILWU 1-2

ATT'JRNEYS-AT-LAW

110 Sutter St.

Every Monday night, Eagles
Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave.

A Grace For
Thanksgiving

' Professional Directory, S. F.

'Si
International Longshoremen's
& Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-10, San Francisco

our four "luxury" liners be itn.
proved and made livable. Especially on our Matsonia, where
two or three dozen members of
the stewards' department sleep
below the water line, aft, over
the propellers. Perhaps this
suggestion may seem unfair
and rude to our president, Mr.
Roth, but we who have lived
there find the quarters most
uncomfortable and unlivable.
We have many more excellent
Ideas for the improvement of relations between our company and
employes, but these two are, in
our opinion, of the greatest importance.
The tremendous turnover in
employment in the stewards' department, and the resultant inefficiency, and sometimes even
disinterest in our work, are directly attributable to these poor
living and working conditions, to
the long hours, and—may we
suggest an adjustment upwards in
the wage scales?—and the payment of legitimate overtime without the usual protesting on the
part of our company representatives?
We hope that these• suggestions are acceptea in the sincere
light that' they have been presented.
We believe, just as our illustrious president, Mr. Roth, states,
that out of such an expression of
views of all the employes of the
company (as we hope to find in
our new Matsonews), that "there
will be added to our existing
union of interests a new comprehension of the value of that
union."
Very sincerely yours,
PAUL BOYLES, MC&S,

They Make $12 a Week,
Kick Back to Joe

an Francisco Union Meetings...
International Association of
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 62
Every Wednesday, 8 p.m.
Convention Hall, Labor
Temple, 16th and Capp Sta.
Executive Committee, 2d and
4th Mondays of each month; 8
P.m.; Room 208, Labor Temple.
Frank De Mattel, President
Harry Hook, E. F. Dillon.
Business Agents.
T. W.Howard, Financial Secretary.
William T. Henneberry, Res
cording Secretary.

to the editors of the Matsonews:
November 21, 1939,
San Francisco.

Attorney-at lunw
and Wipers' Association

1650 Russ Bldg., $Utter 3866
San Francisco, Calif.
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EAGLE'S BUILDING
Auditorium and Halls
10070 UNION

273 Golden Gate Ave.
Phone HEmlock 9207
Frank P. Walcott, Bldg., Supt.
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Here's What MFOW
Strikers Gained

Soshul Kolum

the Orient without coming back
However, as everybody
One of our venerable and re-,
stored, he cannot get married,
knows, the first two weeks of to Frisco. The President Harrison
spected brothers who served on
go into business, or do a thouthe strike committee was dill- any strike is always the least on her way back from around
This, of course, puts the gang sand and one things that any
ing the gavel and John Lewis
before 8 a. in. shall count as a
the world run, will not come
gently boasting about the moder- costly! When it develops into a
pushing the pencil as recording on the Coastwise Line ships in a free man wants to do. Can't
watch.
full
north but will continue on to
ate cost of operating the steam long drawn out affair, and the
Previous to the ultimatum
very enviable situation. Already lease anything, can't sign a
secretary.
This settles that, one, and schooner strike. What with dona- soup kitchens have to be set up, Honolulu from San Pedro.
Not a great deal to report this drawing down heavy sugar, some- mortgage or bill of sale and so precipitating the MFOW&W
cuts the gang in for increased
Means quite I a few men that
money poured out for propaand coffee for
week on the financial end of the times more than the second, tlitird on. Legally be is non-existent, steam schooner strike, the earnings on moving ship up in tions for tobacco gang off the grind's and counter propaganda would have quit in Frisco will
(the
pickets
,the
can
he
thing
only
About the
negotiating committee had ar- the Columbia River and on
story, as expenditures again ex- or fourth assistant engineers,'it
pile off in Pedro, and boost shipPresident Taft, for instance, air- in the war of words, and the
deeded the income for headquar- will place the black gang on such legally do is live, eat, sleep and ranged many improvements Ptiget Sound.
ping for that port.
mailed $26 from Honolulu), the docks have to be patrolled more
a status on the pay roll that they possibly go to jail,
ters.
over the old steam schooner
headquarters the pica- and more closely, that's when
cost
strike
went
unanimously
meeting
The
more
w
a
dr
consistently
will
Financial Notes
agreement, notably:
The Admiral Wiley, w it h
it runs into real dough!
yunish total of $104,
on record to forward a resoluThe intake was $672.20 and the dough than these engineers.
An increase of five dollars
The question of inert on steam
Lang on board as delegate,
Deena
nI.
why
it's
That's
coinmighty
tio
going
fine
is
mighty
Which
L.
Culbert
to Governor
In all probability, they will be
expenses $745.08. However, inmonthly in the base wages for all is settled by the following:
considering we had to send plenty forting to the members to have with Jerry Lacey and company as
cluded in the expenses was $100 exceeded only by the chief en- Olson demanding that full and 'unlicensed engineroom personnel.
(a) When sea watches are of pickets across the bay, and the that strike fund in reservet-just a supporting cast, signed on yeson account of the steam ischooner gineer and the first assistant en- unconditional civil rights • be reterday for a four-month trip to
over- broken, men assigned to steam patrol cars at night need gaso- in case.
the
in
An
increase
2.
and
Billings,
K.
Warren
to
stored
bill
gineers.
strike, and a heavy telegraph
the South Seas and Australia.
.
one
forth.
to
so
oil
cents
and
eighty
And
from
line
watch
time
rate
start
their
steaming
shall
of
vote
rising
a
gave the speaker
mainly on account of negotiations. Steam Schooners
With the steam schooner strike
However, the !addle in cluesThe ship will hit Canton
dollar per hour.
at 8 a. in.
The secretary read the revised thanks,
The hospital and burial fund
3. Increase in the standby
If, however, the vessel ar- tion ended his magnificent ora- settled, there was a flurry in Island on the way South, unby SUP
income for I he week still con- agreement through, point
over the week-end as loading aviation base supplies
A letter from the Sailors' rate from $6.40 to $6.80 daily, rives after 8 a. in., men assign- thin with the splendid phrase: shipping
tinued heavy with $238 collected point, and the members went on
were dispatched back
the
crews
draw
on
have
to
into
be
"We
even
didn't
overtime
standby
there, then going to Brisbane,
and
on
was
turn
to
read,,
shall
Pacific
to
steam
ed
the
of
Union
and $38 paid out, leaving a bal- record to have balloting comto the ships-26 jobs on Satur- Sydney and Melbourne.
the Strike Fund."
creased from $1.20 to $1.25 per arrival.
ance to the credit of this fund of mence right away, in the inside acknowledging our letter advising
The gang will get $50 extra as
"Waddayamean!" roared one day.
that a strike existed against the
office away from the meeting,
Under both conditions; men
$8,830.
However, the rest of the week, a war risk bonus, or, in case they
of the plain rank and file guys,
44. Meal money up from 60
adand
operators,
schooner
steam
this
on
ion
until
elsewhere
Federal
noted
Marithne
assigned
e
f40
h
T
As
shall remain
"drawonastrike fund! Any a with nearly all the off-shore ships are interned, 25 ,per cent in addicents to seventy-five cents-Room
8 a. m. the following day, or
page, the black gang made vising that they would respect
collections at San Francisco
youse guys touch at strike fund being diverted around San Fran- tion te their base wages from the
$1.50.
to
from
$1.00
rent
line.
our
picket
many improvements over the and support
until sea watches are .set.
amounted to $34.50, and after
for anything less than a coast- cisco, shipping was lousy. Several time they hit Suva latitude going
5. Heat to be furnished at all
The letter was concurred in.
$100 was paid On account
old agreement. Figured in cash
(b) Overtime shall be paid to
wise war, an hell% be popping! carloads of the boys left for San South to when the hit Suva latiA little prior to this several times.
money, it means a swing up in
of the Voice of the Federation
Pedro, where jobs and what have tude going North.
6. Electric light tot be fur- Men on steam in accordance
worththe
up
brought
members
anyof
month
earnings each
old bill, a balance of $555.57
with. the following rules:
to tell, however, the fire- you are booming right now.
plug-in facilities
Truth
where
With the Australian exchange
nished
honor
of
words
the
of
lessness
thing from $20 to $30.
Eihi still on hand. The debt reThe President Cleveland came down to little better than $3 a
1. For all work after 4 p.
men's "blitzkrieg" moved along
of the officials of the Fish Re- available. (Compromise).
duetion fund increased $33 Warren K. Billings Visits!
and before 8 a. in., including very smoothly in every direction in on Armistice Day, skipped pound, the gang ought to have a
7. Linen penalty cla,use.
The meeting suspended the (Mellon Workers *Union (AFL),
during the week to $788.
meal hours, overtime will be paid -ten days-$104! Not bad at all, down to San Pedro and sailed for swell time.
8. Cash option traneportatidn
promised
persistently
have
who
sevfor
of
late
business
two
order
regular
The strike fund' found
at the rate of One Dollar ($1.00),
clause.
on
in
move
to
trying
cease
to
Comers dropping their $10 in the eral minutes to give an ovation
9. Two hot meals Sunday per hour.
box to bring that fund up to to the celebrated labor martyr- the firing Jobs on the fieh
- minor
2. If, for any reason, work is
barges over at Point San Pablo, when plant shut down
Warren K. Billings.
$40,621.
improvement..
before midnight for
suspended
consistently
as
just
have
and
the
meeting,
addressed
Billings
Negotfat ions
10. Two hours minimum at two hours or less and work is
The secretary reported the and thanked the membership for broken their word and kept on
up
$1.00 per hour for blowing
then resumed before midnight,
Coastwise Line had agreed to sign their continued support in the trying to move in.
overtime shall be paid straight
A committee was elected to in- at night.
us to keep a nice steam schooner
a memorandum, pending further past. For the present he revealed
Last week the strike committee
11. Overtime at $1.00 per hour through until the men are knocknegotiations, that they would con- the fight being waged to relieve terview Brother Harry Lundeberg
for any brothers who ,open for him when he gets out.
and boil- ed off.
arranged
wells
hot
cleaning
for
He is still in the machine shop.
tine the same conditions on their him from his present impossible on the subject.
wanted 'to go over to San Quento overtime for3. For each hour actually workA few odds and ends, and the ers, in addition
His. hair is getting more grey
ships as prevailed heretofore, and status, a man with no civil rights.
merly paid for cleaning tanks, ed between midnight and 8 a. m., tin, to go over in a delegation.
he is the same old
Unless his civil rights are re- meeting adjourned at 9:30.
in addition give the gang a $5
SAN FRANCISCO-Final figThe following brothers :took ad- otherwise
tanktops, and bilges.
one hour off will be allowed, comRed
vantage of the opportunity of rough and ready "Chuck."
12. Several other minor clarifi- mencing at 8 a. m.
ures on the MFOWW vote by
the
was
front,
promoted
Ramsay
bringing cheer to our victimized
cations and improvements.
tailor shop a couple of months ago which steam schooner men ac4. If, for any reason, men are brothers behind the bars: '
Operators' Demandm
into an oil-burning fireman's job cepted the agreement and went
m.,
a.
8
work
after
to
required
The effect of these total imAisten, Bir ne y, Vernick, In the bakery. He looks good
back to work:
provements, collectively no during the time they are entitled
Wilde, _Huston, Hamner, Stack, and feels good.
3
above,
Rule
as
under
off,
be
to
SAN FRANCISCO: Yes, 328;
small gain purely by negotiaNVelch, Bernal, Thomas, ValleBrother King is the same old
"It has been a real pleasure to tions, was offset, however, by overtime shall be ,paid at the rate
Dorman, Johnson, jovial Earl, except his hair is no, 65; void, 1. SAN PEDRO:
Gillman,
jos,
of two dollars $(2.00) per hour.
carry on the duties of the com- the operator's demanding:
Staley, Wiesentailt.
growing whiter. He still has the Yes, 126; no, 34; void, 2.
And that settles that! A uni1. Saturday afternoon status
mittee, because of cooperation of
The brothers in San Quentin swamper's job-mopping out the SEATTLE: Yes, 119; no, 70.
form practice has been established
Quo,
of the committee
were very pleased to see the sev- cells.
An SUP
SAN FRANCISCO
They're planning to crucify each member
PORTLAND: Yes, 63; no, 23.
2. "In port, the chief engineer to ge, in effect on all steam
enteen visitors. They exhibited Visit Them
and the cooperation of the Nego- shall decide whether or not, and schooners.
The total vote was 636 for the
member faces possible death at Earl King.
and
a keen interest in the strike
Tliese brothers are coining
And last but at what time, sea watches shall
the hands of German Nazis unless
agreement and 192 against. Three
7. To settle the beef on over- negotiations.
They are going to try to make tiating Committee.
They want more
up before the parole board next
the fight to stay his deportation
ballots were void.
the least, the splendid be broken."
time, when one firemen pays off brothers to come over and see month. They say hello and
him the goat for the theft of com- by far not
La won. •
3. A pipsqueak clause---"When with 67 hours, another with 7,
cooperation of the membership."
beach.
the
on
them
while
to
memthanks
MFOW
all
the
The sailor is Erich Rix, 38, missary funds, the feeding of That was the statement of the overtime worked is immediately simply because one has the better
Conner looks fine and ask for
members.
tormer leader of the German- rotten food to prisoners, and the MFOW Strike Committee in its before or after straight time work, watch, with the engineers, friends
for
Culture
League
American
Overtime shall be paid for actual ship the reason for his holding
brutality that forced the San last bulletin.
(anti-Nazi) and at one time a
"The Strike Committee wishes time worked, but in no case less that watch, the following clause
Quentin strikes.
German trade union leader.
thank the membership for their than one half hour shall be paid." has been inserted:
to
of
O'Brien
Chairman A. R.
At a special meeting last ThursRix is now being held for de4. That men on steam could be
Equalizing overt ime:
confidence in electing them., The
portation,on Angel Island. United
the Prison Board has named. committee has volunteered its relieved at the discretion of the
day afternoon a balloting corn
"It, is theintent of this AgreeStates immigration authorities King as the instigator of the time and energy for which it feels chief engineer, the same old beef
SAN FRANCISCO- Chairman mittee was elected to issue the
ment that all men of each ratcharge that he "concealed" a March food strike. I understand
•
ing have equal opportunity. to
more than sufficiently compen- all over again.
Jack O'Donnell this week noti- ballots until 5 p. m. Friday and
criminal record in Germany when
to con5. That when men are on day- share in overtime earnings. It
called a Com- sated by having been able
fied unions of an organizational then count them,. The committee
making out his application for that he is being
will be the responsibility of the
tribute toward the successful con- work, they could be assigned to
consists of Brothers Kerzik, Bacommittee
Dies
a
meeting to be held by the World
and
munist
Citizenship.
clusion of an important step in clean quarters by the engineer in delegate to administer ,this secstint°, Arena, De .Poister and
letter
a
SAN
FRANC1SCO-In
Rix declares that his "crimiinvestigator being put on his the union's fight for decent wages, charge "for not more than 2 hours tion of the Agreement."
War Veterans' Committee for Harvey.
nal record" consists of smugper week."
working and living conditions."
That, as John J. Rank and File to Admiral E. S. Land, chairman Peace and for Defense of the Bill
trail.
gling in a few stacks of flour
8. A clause cutting the com- says, will settle that, once and for of the U. S. Maritime Commis- of Rights, to be held in the asThe committee was composed
The truth is that the Prison
during the inflation years folmen's earnings by
chairman
bination
all!
Stack,
I.
Walter
of
due
out,
way
the
on
is
Board
sion, last •week, V. J. Malone, sec- sembly room (fourth floor) at
lowing the war. He likewise
to $25 per month,
$20
Trumbo,
from
Richard
This means the committee,
publicity;
and
solely to their own incompeof MFOW, urged investiga- 1093 Market street on December
retary
accuses Herman Schwinn, West
reading: Winches shall be oiled
with the wholehearted cooperapicket dispatcher; Peter Battence and the permitting of
the situation of Pacific 1, 1939, at 8 p. m.
in
tion
into
Coaat Build leader, of tipping
engineer
by
n,
required
Marti
backing
AIX
Earl
tion
cent
100
per
and
prison conditions to degenerate tinich, relief;
off immigration authorities in
charge between the hours of 5
of the Coastwise membership, Coast merchant marine under
The objectives of this comto such an extent that revolt was transportation, and Eugene Baan attempt to get revenge for
not to forget the other unions
p. in. and 8 a. nt. and on SunRepublican administration, and mittee are as follows:
inevitable even under the clubs rish, treasurer.
Rix's anti-Nazi activities.
who supported us, has successdays and holidays . . . One
1. Keeping America out of
NEW YORK -After pointin
Its neglect under present adblackjacks of San Quentin.
The Sailors' Union of the Pa- and
fully made considerable gains
hour's overtime shall be paid
war.
out the need for three licensed
are going to try to use
They
ministration.
cific has swung behind Rix in his
on all points with the exception
2. Defending the civil libfor each hour winches are oiland Communism to cover up
Listing problems of existing erties of all organizations of radio officers on freighters plyin
efforts to avoid being sent back to King
a man is called
event
in
afternoon.
of
but
Saturday
ed,
situation that stinks.
Atlantic and Pacific waters, H&H
Germany, and is furnishing legal a
services and routes, find offering the working people.
out, to perform such work, 2
V. J. Malone
I know from several years of
council for him.
be guaranshall
Marine Division officials with
overtime
B.
III
J.
coopactive
3,
hours
Working
O'Sullivan
probof
these
solutions
sound
association with King, inside of
Rix was thrown into a concenor- ships' delegation conferred with
J. J. Quinn
teed IiIM."
lems, Malone stated, "Our. object eration with such veterans'
out, that he is
and
prison
tratton camp after Hitler came to
Practice under the past agreeganizations as will sponsor or officials of the Federal Communineither a COMnillitiSt nor A
in bringing these things before
power. He got out in 1935 and
man tp be on
this
for
was
support a progrnin providing cations Commission last weekent
ment
was a hunger
came to this country via Mexico. scab. If there
the Maritime Commission is, of for the payment of adequate and again opposed approval of the
receive overtime for all
and
duty
Quentin against
Later he went back to Mexico and strike in San
time cargo was being worked. ,
course, to provide employment for government pensions to all auto alarm for freight ships in
in
Fe-entered the United States rotten food, Earl King wasfeel
lieu of licensed radio officers.
The losses to the combination
American seamen. Our primary,
joint
s
-At
torld War veterans.
FRANCISCO
SAN
to
right
a
have
we
It, and
under the immigration quota.
setup is obvious
selfish mothis
slightly
perhaps
under
man
and
F.
S.
the
20,
November
on
meeting
he didn't
He is married and has a 3-year- - damned proud that
tive is to create several hundred
to all the Black Gang!
haul down his colors when they
Union Auxiliary Council formally
old child.
eld
more opportunities for the un7. An entirely new setup was
shut the gates.
launched its drive to set up neigh- proposed for the Port Committee,
SAN FRANCISCO-The King- licensed engine room personnel.
King and Red Ramsay did not
"However, in being . hug
borhood groups throughout San whereby immediately the Port Ramsay-Conner Defense Commitsell Harry Bridges down the
became deadlocked,
we do not, wish the
Committee
motivated,
Organizing
Area
Six
Francisco.
Merriam henchmen
tee, now busy preparing the drive
The executive committee of the 'river when
would be referred to
Mainline Commission to lose
to Committees'were set up and meet- the dispute
freedom
their
them
offered
the
three
'for
pardon
Xing County Democratic Party
Department of Labor to settle. to get a
sight, of the fact that Pacific
Bridges. In the ings are scheduled in these areas the
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Meeting convened at the usual raise and increase the overtime
time, with B. J. O'Sullivan wield- rate to $1.
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170 Golden Gate Ave., S. F.
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Scandinavian Club Hits
Dumping of Seamen

'Yanks Are NOT Coming,'
Says Portland MFP Council

PORTLAND—"The Yanks Are
Not Coming" was adopted as the
slogan of Columbia River District
Council of the Maritime Federation at the November 7 meeting.
The motion was made by Brother
Jones of ILWU 1-28.
The Council went on record in
support of the Workers Alliance
and the Western Union strike in
San Francisco and adopted Congressman John Coffee's peace
program of a curb on profiteering,
preservation of free speech, and
80% tax on munitions profits and
revision of the Woodrum Bill to
protect the unemployed.
The Council approved a budget
of $2,650 for the next twelve
months as recommended by the
meeting of special trustees and
officers.
Talk Opens Shop
Curtish of the PCSFTT reported
the operators were talking "open
shop" on the Columbia River and
that pressure was being put on
Independent buyers to go along
With the packers' scheme for the
open shop.
Jones of ILWU 1-28 reported
all members working and the
signing of a contract with ArcherDaniel-Midland.
Bodine of ILWU 1-8 reported
the grain handlers contract just
concluded is the best on the
Pacific Coast because it includes
a 6 hour day, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.;
Clarification of holidays, recog., Talon of the "key men," additional penalties and, most important of all, recognition of
the Maritime Federation.
Set St. Helens Meeting
The next meeting was set for
St. Helens, Oregon, November 21.
Present at the Nov. 7 meeting
were: LaCoste, ACA; Hickox,
IBU; Fougerouse, MC and S:
,Johnsen, AFU; Howski, IWA, B
and R No. 11.; Mangaoang,
NWACWU; the following ILWU
delegates — Brost, 1-8; Fort
1-18; Kell, 1-25; Absher, 1-45;
Palmorse, 1-50; Cooper, 1-68;
'Bodine, 1-31, 1-5, 1-1.2, 1-48;
Jones, 1-28; Gahr, 1-33; K. Bodine and M. Duda, 1-5 Auxiliary;
and Curtis, Astoria Branch,PCFU.

IBU Members Voting
For 1940 Officers
PORTLAND — Ballots are out
and voting is in progress for election of officials for the Columbia
River district of the Inlandboaten's Union.
A chairman, vice-chairman, secretary, and executive board are to
be elected. The ballots will be
counted Dec. 10, and installation of
fficers will take place at the first
meeting in January.

PORTLAND, ORE.
Pacific Stationery & Printing Co.
Complete Office Equipment
ATwater 8343
411-415 S.W., Second Ave.
PORTLAND, OREGON

C.I.O. HOUSE

9th Ave. Cafe
9th and Davis
Portland

REASONABLE RATES

STEWART HOTEL
127 S. W. Broadway
(Broadway at Ankeny)
Phone ATwater 6653-6654

iVhere the Longmhoremen Eat!

COMPTON'S CAFE
atij

Breakfast, Lunches, Dinners
Fountain Service
2706 N. Mississippi Ave.
at Knott

Marine Cooks & Stewards
Association of the Pacific
ebone Bk. 2481
210 Governor Bldg.

JOHN J. FOUGEROUSE, Agt.
.11110.6

Shell--:-Gasco
Gasoline

Shell Lubrication
Shell Oil

H. W.& M. Co. IP & 2.

8th & W. Burnside St. BR. 1949
14th & N. W. Couch, BR. 0947
Ben Weinstein
Sam Hammel
.

Attorneys—Sailors Union of
the Pacific, Portland

GREEN & BOESEN
1003 CORBETT BLDG.
5th and Morrison

George Kell, Secretary of District Council No. 3, shows how
thoroughly he reads the "Voice" in his Portland office.

Chase Bag
Contract In
The Bag

IBU Seeks
New Contract
In Portland

PORTLAND — Approximately
130 Chase Bag Co. employes, at
a plant meeting Nov. 11, ratified
an agreement between the company and the CIO Warehousemen's Union, ILWU 1-28.
The agreement, while it does
not contain all that might be desired, is nonetheless a great improvement over open shop, no
agreement conditions.
Complete seniority rights, 40hour week,' paid vacation after
one year, arbitration of grievances and union shop are provided.
Both the union and the employees had hoped to eliminate
the piece work system from the
plant, but considering that all the
14 plants of Chase and practically
every other bag factory on the
coast has an entrenched and well
established piece work system, it
was thought the strategic move at
present was to clinch what gains
had already been made.

PORTLAND—C. W. Deal, President of the Inlandboatmen's
Union, is in Portland this week
to assist in negotiations with the
Boat Operators' Association of the
Columbia River district.
The IBU is seeking a renewal
of its contract with the boat operators, with certain modifications
and improvements, including ' a
raise in the wage scale.
Deal announced that while he
Is here he also intends to make a
survey of the organization in the
Columbia
River district and
launch a drive to completely organize the district.
Most of the companies engaged
In river transportation are under
agreement at the present, but the
union can stand considerable
strengthening, he said.

Astoria CIO
Hits Ship Deal
ASTORIA, Ore.—The lower Columbia River Industrial Council
sharply condemned the transfer of
American-owned and built ships to
foreign registry at its last meeting. The Council sent a letter of
protest to the U. S. Maritime Commission.
The council also asked President
Roosevelt to use his influence to
stop the current European war
and went on record in support of
the cotton strikers in Madera
County, California.

Pedro Gridders
In Title Play
SAN PEDRO
The San Pedro
longshoremen's football team will
enter the play-off for the municipal title next Sunday at Daniels
Field at 2 p. m. The ILWU eleven
faces the Snyder Bulldogs, a
strong colored team defeated only
once this year. Brothers are asked
to turn out and support the club.

Portland
Meetings
Intl Longshoremen's
Warehousemen's Union,
Local No. 1-8
PORTLAND, OREGON
Membership Meeting
Every 2nd and 4th Wednesday
7:00 P.M.

HARMONY HALL
7th and Alder
R. R. SMITH, President.

ILWU Backs
Radio Program
ILWU 1,18, Publicity Committee
SAN PEDRO — We have found
since instituting a radio program
In the South that it has proven a
most effective way in enabling us
to bring the union's side of the
story to the general public. The
CIO radio broadcast nightly over
station KFOX Monday through
Friday from 7:15 to 7:30 p. in.
must stay on the air.
While the contributions now being received are defraying current
expenses, the program has been
unable to build up any reserve for
emergencies, therefore, they are
giving a dance to be held at the
Egyptian Ballroom, Ocean Park
Pier, Ocean Park, California, Saturday evening, November 25 at
8:30 p. m. Good music will be provided, tickets are 40e and can be
obtained at the union hall window.
Buy yours and help support our
radio program.

MFP Council Hits
Ship Transfer
PORTLAND—The MFP District
Council 3 this week had protested
the "Panama deal" whereby shipowners plan to evade the Neutrality Act by transferring U. S.
built-and-paid-for vessels to Panamanian registry.
The Council's telegram to President Roosevelt, signed by George
Kell, secretary of the Council, declared, "This policy means complete disruption and dissolution of
our merchant marine and untold
hardship to thousands of American seamen."

St. Helens, Ore. !
8

St. Helens, Ore., ILWU 1-68
Meets 2nd and 4th Mondays
C. E. Kremer
President

Jack McAllister
Secretary-Treas.

FRANK BROST, Sec.-Treas.

Patronize

Frieda's Coffee Pot
and French's
,

Japanese Raid Longshore
Work on Pedro Docks

Marine Firemen, Oilers, Watertenders & Wipers' Assn.
Gus Oldenburg, Agent—Thursday at 7 p.m., 111 W. Burnside
St., Tel. Beacon 4336, Portland,
Ore.

LONG BEACH

B's CAFE
BEER—WINE

1183 West Broadway
Long Beach, Calif.
Phone 605-18

(Continued from Page 1.)
Bridges did not do the things
which Rossi set forth in his message to the President and in
which the Mayor went far beyond
even what the San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce or even
the Waterfront Employers contended. It is established that
Bridges did not break up conferences between the ship clerks and
employers which were proceeding
in an orderly manner with the
grandiose and King Louis XIV
declamation "r am the ship
clerks." 0 n I y the preemptory
need to repay a political debt
could cause the Mayor of all the
people to climb so far on the
propagandists' artificial limb:
The presence and the threat of
Supervisor Arthur M. Brown Jr.,
among the candidates for Mayor
and his subsequent and fortituoue
withdrawal, kicked Rossi into
line. He is now walking it. Otherwise, most likely, either Brown
or Franck R. Havenner would be
taking over in January.
Rossi's dislike for Bridges is
perhaps understandable. Similarly, his dislike for Senator Jack
Shelley, George Kidwell and every
other progressive labor leader
who refuses to sell out his men
for political and economic preferment.
But the Mayor of all the people
should separate his personal and
intemperate likes and dislikes
from hiS dittieS as Mayor. Bridges
Is not on strike on the waterfront.
600 clerks are embroiled with
their employers. Bridges is an
issue only in so far as every progressive labor leader, union and
member is an issue in every labor
dispute.
This is a trade union iSsue,
pure and simple. Neither the
Mayor nor anyone else can make
it anything else without extreme
distortion. And the chances are
overwhelming, since Rossi is talking about elections, that if a vote
could be taken on this whole issue which was indicated in the
Mayor's telegram, both the San
Francisco Labor Council and the
San Francisco Building Trades
Council, to say nothing of the
membership of practically all
AFL unions in the city would repudiate what Rossi has done.
His claim to have the support
of "conservative labor" narrows
down to the leaders of union or
labor groups in which there is
the least democracy, the least
taking of secret ballots and all
the rest of it. And outside of J. P.
McLaughlin of the Teamsters,
John A. McConnell of Labor
Council, Milton Maxwell of Butchers' Union, Rossi's "conservative
labor" support doesn't add up to
much. This is all important to
show that Rossi is not attacking
a few Communist agitators when
he takes the partisan, intemperate and hysterical stand he has
taken in the present waterfront
dispute. He is attacking the San
Francisco labor movement, all of
It that is worth anything, whether
It be AFL or CIO.
In the past Mayor Rossi has
been able to maintain a compartmental mind to separate his
duties and functions and responsibilities. When police officers
were finding $60,000 in old
trunks, underneath woodpiles and
at the races, Rossi was able to
separate his duties as chief executive from those of his commissions. "I never interfere with my
commissions," was his defense to
the Atherton report. "That's up
to the Police Commission."
In this instance he has failed
to make the same segregation. He
has tangled his pressing political
obligations and personal hatreds
up with a serious labor relations
dispute on the waterfront.
"No wonder San Francisco has
so much labor trouble when it
has a Mayor who brings, not
peace, but a sword."
And this relation would be just
as unfair to Mayor Rossi as he
was unfair to Bridges, the clerks,
the rest of the waterfront workers and all of organized labor in
this city and on this Coast.
[MEET AT THE.
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San Pedro Section
San Pedro

MCS Concurs in
Schooner Report

-

By TOM BROWN
Sec. ILWU 1-18

By JOE O'CONNOR, MCS

SAN PEDRO.—The report and recommendation of the
Negotiating Committee was read out at our regular meeting
last Wednesday evening. The Matsonia and President Cleveland crews, the crews of sixteen steam schooners and the

Ocrews of all intercoastal ships in
port turned out en masse. The
hall was packed.
After they got through discussing the importance of backing up
the committee by voting to go on
strike if our demands are not
granted, a better agreement made
and our hiring hall rights protected, the report and recommendation
• (Continued from Page 2)
was unanimously concurred in.
—and running it very badly—but that they have enjoyed full com- Dean Freed
Bro. Dean, patrolman for the
mand of our maritime industry ever since the docks were built.
Sailors' 'Union of the Pacific,
thanked the Marine Cooks and
We declare that the demands of our unions are in no way con- Stewards Association for the
cerned with taking away their command of the industry, but that resolution they sent out to the
we are concerned with protecting our memberships and the public various CIO labor bodies and
alike from the disastrous results of their profiteering and misman- the Maritime Federation of the
agement.
Pacific requesting Governor
We are ready and willing at any time to stand up before the
Olson to refuse to extradite him
to
face
public in the Civic Auditorium—meet those shipowners
to West Virginia. Governor
face—meet Rossi and the Chamber of Commerce face to face—
Olson cooperated with labor
disaprove their lies—answer all of their accusations—and make a
and freed Bro. Dean, which
great many very important accusations from our own side of the
goes to show what a united
fence.
front of labor can do.
We appeal to the decency and good sense of our fellow San
A collection wan made for the
Franciscans. We are working men, trying to establish homes, raise Christmas Fund for class war
children and contribute to the good of the community. The mayor, prisoners conducted by Vito Marthe Chamber of Commerce and the newspapers are attempting to cantonion of the 1LD.
condemn us in your eyes without granting us a fair hearing.
All ships left over the weekend
Many times before, they have tried to incite your hatred against with 100% union crews. No trip
us by misrepresentations. and distortions of the truth. This time cards issued in this port.
they are brazenly striking out with LIES.
Bro. Scotty Sneddon arrived
When the mayor of our city and the men who run the indus- here Thursday morning to help
tries combine in efforts to turn neighbor against neighbor, incite handle the ships that usually
hostility and fan hatreds in order to further their private aims, then
pay off in Frisco. I am sure
it is not surprising that we are being constantly embroiled in diffi- Scotty will be of great assistculties.
ance here while the strike is on
The present walkout on the waterfront is a strike of American In San Francisco and ships are
working men for decent conditions of work. The bland assumption
being diverted to San Pedro.
of newspapers, the Chamber of Commerce, and the mayor that the
I wish at this time to commend
ship owners are just and fair men by virtue of their being success- Bro. KuhImeyer, Stewards' deleful business executives is in itself highly questionable. Never once in gate of the Matsonia, the sailors'
all the disputes past or present on the waterfront, have those parties and firemen's delegates and the
considered that possibly those ship owners might be in the wrong— agents in Honolulu for the tactful
might be abusing their great privileges and authority—might be so way they settled the longshoreblinded by personal profit as to overlook their responsibility to the men's beef in Honolulu. (See recommunity. Never once have those spokesmen considered the fact port of same in the next issue of
that the wallowing confusion and chaos in the Maritime industry the Voice.)
might be due to the incompetence and narrow-minded selfishness of
All maritime groups are cooperthe men who enjoy complete authority over it—the shipowners.
ating 100% in this port. A united
Labor sails and services those ships with a degree of efficiency front of all seamen and longshorewhich the United States Government has rated the highest in the men exists. An injury to one is
an injury to all.
world.
The shipowners manage those ships and docks in a manner
so incompetent and shortsighted that the Government has deplored
It and condemns them time after time—each investigation resulting in scandals and attempted reforms.
Leader of employer opposition to the 1934 maritime strike was
the Dollar Line, the efforts of which were supported by both Mayor
Rossi and the Chamber of Commerce. Soon afterward the governSAN PEDRO—A surprise walkment investigated that company. The findings were so scandalous out of all employes at the H-10
they put the line out of business, and it was only the technical loop- Water Taxi Company resulted in
holes in the law that prevented its oavners and managers landing a complete tie up for a fleet of
behind the bars for pocketing funds paid to them in trust for Ameri- 12 boats.
The customary 12can seamen.'
hour day and no stand by tinie
Repeated government investigations of our work have never has been the practice at this comfailed to vindicate us. Repeated investigations of the steamship com- pany for some time was abolpanies have never failed to result in scandal. We think such facts ished.
should be of interest to the public.
The tie up was so complete that
no pickets were necessary. After
negotiating for about 48 hours
we were able to gain the principle
0
(Continued from Page 1.)
of an eight hour day with a four
ience to the shippers involved. hour stand by at the regular rate
employers, the Port should have We hope under the new agreeof pay for all employees. All men
relations
labor
joint
a
met in
ment, as outlined in your letter, have returned to work and this
committee meeting to iron out that all disputes that arise in
settlement was satisfactory to all
the hot cargo issue. Instead, they the future will be referred to
concerned.—Paul Baker, Division
violated their verbal agreement the labor relations committee
Secretary, IBU.
warehousemen
reby
the
with
as provided for in our agreeerring
fusing to meet and .transf
ment.
the hot cargo to shipside where
"Our members are willing to
they attempted to get longshore- work at any tine you may demen to load direct.
sire with the understanding
The warehousemen retaliated that every employee maintains
SAN PEDRO
J. N. (Scotty)
closing down Port of Oakland the same status that he held
Sneddon, first patrolman for the
terminals.
prior to Tuesday, Nov. 14.
Heide indicated that the new
"If this proposal is satisfac- MC&S in San Francisco, is now
understanding with the Harbor tory to you please notify us as in this port aiding Agent Joe
Commissioners, although by no soon as possible so that we may O'Connor in dispatching and
means fully satisfactory, should have sufficient time to notify handling beefs in this port.
Sneddon was sent South by
go a long way toward ironing out the warehousemen ifivolved.
Secretary Eugene Burke to handle
such disputes.
R. Heide, Business Agent.
Heide's letter to the Board:
The matter of the "hot pears" the additional press of business
"Your letter of November will presumably now be taken up caused by ships being diverted to
21 has been received by us and through committee and some set- San Pedro from San Francisco.
the contents have been given tlement worked out. Heide pointSerious consideration.
Don't forget your contribued out that a couple of months
Legal Disagreement
ago a similar case came up and tions to the "Voice." Help us
"We are still of the opinion the ILWU got a favorable media- to keep them coming to all
that the Board of Port Commis.. tion decision.
the ships.
sioners are at liberty to enter
"This time the Port of Oak
into a signed agreement with land apparently felt that we
such would be upheld again, so they
providing
our union
agreement does not conflict broke the agreement and refused
with the city charter. This op- to meet with us," Heide declared.
inion was given Us by the City
U.
Custom House Broker
"In order to clarify misconceptions about this beef, I want
Attorney.
Insurance—Real Estate—Notary
Office: Fisherman's Co-Op Ass'n
"We wish to state further
to state that the strike has litTelephone SAN PEDRO 4557
tle or nothing to do with the
that had the dispute that arose
P. 0. Box 1241 San Pedro, Cal.
'hot cargo' issue. It was conat the 14th St. Terminal been
ducted to get a written underreferred to the labor relations
standing with the Port of Oakcommittee as provided for in
land to prevent them from viaour agreement with the private
lating established practices in
terminal operators it would
427 So. Harbor Blvd.
the ihdustry whenever they saw
have been adjusted without any
San Pedro
fit."
stoppage of work or inconvenBeer—Lunches—Wines
All Mixed Drinks

Rossi's 741.FP Tells Public
Record Straight Facts
Exposed

HENRY LUCH, Bus. Agent.

9th and Everett

•
NEW YORK — The Scandina- ports has grown from less than
vian Seamen's Club has added its 400 in August to more than 1,000
voice to these of 'union's protest- at present, the letter said. .Being of dumped foreign seamen to tween 250 and 300 more, shipped
man U. S. ships transferred to here by Scandinavian employers
Panamanian and other foreign on sonic sort of agreement with
registry:
big U. S. Lines, arrived on the
In a letter sent to the U. S. SS Bergensford on Nov. 17.
Department of Labor, Thomas
The letter cites numerous inChristensen, executive vice-president of the Seamen's Club, points stances in which Scandinavian
out that Scandinavian ship-ownerer seamen have been given the
are using the threatened "Panama run-around by shipping interdeal" to dump large numbers of ests and left to their own devices with no money in this
unemployed Scandinavian seamen
in America and leave them strand- country.
ed.
"We feel that the Department
These men, Christensen de- of Labor should seriously consider
clares, are brought in on ways and means of curbing the ef"transit visas" from Norway, forts of Scandinavian operators
Denmark and Sweden and then and Scandinavian governments to
are stranded in U. S. ports.
solve their unemployment probThe number of unemployed lems by shipping seamen to these
Scandinavian seamen in American shores," Christenson declared.

Portland Section

Adopt This
Slogan For
Council 3
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We'll Debate; Will the Employers?

IBU Wins Quick
'Water Taxi' Strike

Warehouse Beef

Sneddon Aids MCS
Agent in Pedro

SAN PEDRO—You have heard
and read a lot about jurisdictional disputes and possibly have been
been tangled up in a few, but the
dispute that takes the cake, in
our mind, occurred in San Pedro
last Saturday, November 18.
While all the members of
ILWU 1-13 who were not working
were at our second annual birthday party daintily tripping the
light fantastic or quaffing the
foamy brew in celebration of our
second year of affiliation with. the
CIO, the Japanese naval tanker
Shiriya, having finished loading
petroleum for Japan at an oil
dock, moved over to the Outer
Harbor Dock in San Pedro to
take coal for bunkers.
This tanker, by the way, is
one of the few coal burners
left in the Japaitese fleet..
There was nothing unusual in
this procedure. But as it later
developed, some Japanese sympathizers in Southern Californla staged a scrap iron
shower. This scrap iron, to the
amount of some 150 or 60 tons,
was brought to the dock in the
sympathizer's own trucks, for
the most part little one and
one-half ton outfits.
The scrap iron consisted of old
plows, cultivators and dec.epit
farm machinery. When It arrived alongside the tanker, the
crew immediately swung out the
gear and proceeded to load the
scrap iron on the vessel.
Japanese Scabs
News that the longshore work
was being performed by Japanese
naval sailors at the Outer Harbor
Dock and Wharf came to the ears
of the ILWU and immediately
six brothers volunteered to investigate the situation. Upon arriving at the scene of operations, the
Japanese seamen were informed
that while we did not relish it,
this was longshore work and
should be performed by longshoremen, whereupon the Japanese desisted from the operation and our representatives departed.
We were informed, however,
that upon the disappearance of
our representatives, the Japanese immediately swung out
the cargo gear again and pro.
ceeded with their operations,
finally loading in all some 60
tons of scrap iron, which represented a contribution from Jap.
anese sympathizers in this
country to Japan, to enable
them to kill a few more
Chinese and occupy China.
No one realizes more fully
than we do that there are certain courtesies between nations
and their warcraft and naval
ship s. Certain facilities are
granted and courtesies shown to
naval vessels of various countries
calling at our harbors. in the
case of Japan, however, we find
that these privileges and courtesies that have been granted
have always been abused.
Some 10 days ago they were
abused by the Japanese on
naval tanker being allowed to
stand watch with rifles and pointing said rifles at every passerby.
So far we have been able to
settle these matters in our local
Labor Relations Committee, but
If the Japanese naval tankers
are allowed to use their crews to
do longshore work, what is to
prevent them from starting to do
a little more work on their merchant ships, which, by the way,
are all naval reserve vessels?
This may sound a little farfetched, but we most certainly
are not going to let a happening
of this kind go unchallenged. It
is bad enough to have to load
scrap iron, to be made into bombs
and shells to destChinese
people, but to al!
Japanese
seaman to perform ,ite work of
loading a vessel and depriving the
longshoremen of income is adding
insult to injury, to say the least.

SAN PEDRO

ANTON DESPOL
S.

FINLAND CAFE

San Pedro Meetings
ILWU 1-13
SAN PEDRO
Meets 1st and 3rd Thursdays
WILMINGTON BOWL
E. L. Bowen
Pres.
W.

Tom C. Brown
Secy.

lli

i

"

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
J. O'Conner, Agent
449 Harbor Blvd., San Pedro

•

*
SHIP SCALERS & PAINTERS
San Pedro, Calif.
ILWU, 1-56
203 South Palos Verdes St.
Manuel Martinez, President
Martin A. Sandate, Sec.-Treas.
;PE

The Favorite Place

Shanghai Red
Cafe
Chas. "Red" Eisenberg,

Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertenders and Wipers
J. J. QUINN, Agent
Thursdays, 7:00 P.M.
206%1 W. 6th St., San Pedro
Telephone San Pedro 2838

Mgr.

Formerly the

MIDWAY
Now the

SENATE CLUB
118 W.5th Street
San Pedro
Open 6 p.m. 2 a.m.

3 Shows Nigthly
Under Management of
SYLVIA STORER

Old Time Member

Marine Firemen's Union!
Ni

Catering to
Merchant Seamen
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Starting: A New Travelogue
Fishermen

United

Sailing
Down to
Rio

Padovan Says:

San Francisco

By Z. R. BROWN

November Dark

Japan

Season For

Hurts Fishermen

Tuna Fleet

(Continued from Page 1.)

Sardines Ends

and has six trawlers with it.
These boats, according to present
plans, intend to fish for yellowfin
SAN FRANCISCO-Sardine fishing will end tonight, tuna
and the fish will be sent to
day
This
dark.
is one
November 21, for the November
Southern California canneries to
ahead of schedule, due to the desires of many of the fisher- be processed and sold to the
men to spend the Thanksgiving holiday at home. The fisher- American public.
men are well pleased with the4
The plan of these Japanese
change made in the Thanksgiving
agents and the packers calls for
date te President, Roosevelt, since
an additional fifty-four large
by the change to the 23rd, it
Japanese fishing boats of 650 tons
seven
comes as the first of the
each, which will invade the tuna
day full moon period when sarbanks off the west coast and take
dine riling ceases each month.
San Francisco led all California , over the industry from the AmeriSeveral hundred fishermen will fishing ports in the sardine catch can fishermen.
be going to their homes in San from November 7 to 17, inclusive, Packers Connive With Agents
Pedro, Monterey, Tacoma, and according to State Fish and Game
Japanese agents are negotiatSeattle, where they expect to eat I Commission figures.
ing and are said to have come
their share of the traditional
Forty-five thousand two hun- to .a tentative agreement with
turkey and cranberry sauce.
dred and sixty-seven tons of sar- some of the Southern California
Sardine fishermen have had
dines were delivered at San Fran- fish canneries to take all the tuna
quite a MICCVStiftli month from
cisco and bay region fisheries dur- caught by the Japanese fleet at
November 1, when fishing for ing the 11-day period. In Mon- a price $75 a ton delivered to the
this dark began. Exceptionally terey 26,444 tons were caught, cannery.
good weather has prevailed dur- and San Pedro trailed with 11,464
In, addition these agents are
ing the entire month, and the tons.
negotiating with reactionary
purse seine boats have been out,
Day-by-day figures for each
Mexican officials to use Mexialmost every night. Catches
can convict labor for this work.
port:
have been quite good, some of
San Francisco: Nov. 7, 9244;
This along with their own govthe boats doing exceptionally
Nov. 8, 5912; Nov. 9, 153; Nov. ernment controlled fishermen
well.
makes it possible for them to
10, 6314; Nov. 11, 2207; Nov.
12, 1698; Na'a 13, 5717; Nov. fish at this price.
tremendous
Against these
14, 6398; Nov. 15, 2850; Nov. 16,
1765; Nov. 17,
odds, the American fishermen
Monterey: Nov. 7, none; Nov. cannot compete and will be
Nov. 10, forced to tie up their ships and
The crab conference called by 8, 5181; Nov. 9, 1329;
Nov. remain ashore idle and forced
none;
12,
and
11
Nov.
5089;
at
Thomas,
Builiness Agent Dave
the request of fishermen in the 13, 3682; Nov. 14, 5936; Nov. On relief.
Thus we see the picture of
California ports of 15, 1332; Nov. 16, 2467; Nov. 17,
Northern
some unscrupulous American canEureka, Crescent City and Fort 1428.
San Pedro: Nov. 7, 1619; Nov. ners working in collaboration
Bragg, was held in Eureka, on
Monday, November 20, with rep- 8, 1035; Nov. 9, 863; Nov. 10, with agents of the Japanese govresentatives present from the 167; Nov. 11, 174; Nov. 12, 17; ernment for their mutual beneUnited Fishermen's Union, Crab Nov. 13, 1278; Nov. 14, 1406; fit, The American public which
Fishermen's Association of San Nov. 15, 1617; Nov. 16, 1990; consumes this tuna will thus be
pieced in a position of actually
Francisco, and the Weissich Co- Nov. 17, 1298.
operative Association of Eureka
In attendance.
Representatives from Oregon
and Washington ports had also
been invited to attend, but it
was found that President WilThe regular monthly meeting
liam Hecker, of the Interna- of the United Fishermen's Union
SAN PEDRO-Sardine fishing
tional Fishermen and Allied of Pacific will be held in the port In San Pedro the latter part of
cona
for
called
Workers had
of San Francisco, on November last week was fairly good, with a
ference of crab fishermen to be
30, which will be the first day number of boats bringing in full
held in the north on the same of fishing for the December dirk. loads.
Monday of this week
day.
The meeting will be held in the proved a complete flop with only
After much discussion, and morning after which the fisher- two or three boats bringing in
after becoming acquainted with men will get ready to go out that sardine and as the nights are getthe problems of the crab fisher- night.
ting short, it looks as though the
men in the various ports, a good
Several questions of impor- dark has practically finished for
beginning was made in coordi- tance will be taken up, espe- the local sardine fleet.
nating and working out a pro- cially preparations for the conThe average daily catch of sargram for solution of their prob- vention of the International dines in this port. has been in the
lems regarding price, marketing Fishermen and Allied Workers neighborhood of 1,000 tons. This
conditions, etc. Committees were
to be held in Bellingham, makes the boat average about 10
also elected
Washington, on December 6, tons per day. The small boats
which will be followed imme- fishing mackerel with scoops are
,. -gr
11/11."11I1/11.
diately by the United Fisher- doing very well again, with many
men's Union convention in Ta- of them bringing in loads of becoma.
tween five and seven tons per
day. If they do not have any
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••11./.•*•••••••••••••••••••
trouble obtaining bait, this week
25 Years of Famous Service
should be a very good one for
these boats, as it is during the
RESTAURANT-TAVERN
full moon period when they make
their best catches.
98 Embarcadero, S. F.
The boats have scattered out a
ILWU Supporter
great deal in the last week and
are fishing from Newport to Santa
The Place to Eat and Drink- Monica with the most of the fish
coming in from the Santa Monica
area at the present time.

S. F. Leads Ports
InSardine Catch

Crab Fishermen
Meet at Eureka

:loop.

UFU Meeting
On Nov. 14

Pedro Sardine
Catch Good

SCOTTISH

RITE
4 0. B. OLSEN'S
Temple Association4
1290 Sutter St. 1
MEETING

1

HALLSI

Suitable for Unions,4
Lodges and Affairs

GOLDEN TAVERN
27
EMBARCADERO, S. F.
MIKE MULLALY, Prop.

San Pedro UFU
To Meet Nov. 27

Otto's Florist
2081 Mission St.

ORdway 1636

Phones: Un. 2234; MA. 9202
Service With A Smile

SAN FRANCISCO HOTELS

Ar

NEW OCCIDENTAL
HOTEL
607 Montgomery St.
AT CLAY ST.

Home for Maritime Workers
2 Blocks from

tii,,ii flails

HOTEL ALBERS

If You Want
A Quiet Hotel
away from the noisy waterfront, an
easy level walk to your union hall,
or most docks, then come to the
Alpine. 200 rooms, plenty of steam
heat, hot water; large shower on
each floor; reading room and gnine
rooms; nun deck; inner spring
mattresses.

48 Jackson St., Cor. Drumm
Clean Rooms-New Simmons Beds

$3.00 Wk. up-75c Day up

REASONABLE RATES

ALPINE HOTEL

Day: 25e & Up

Week: $1.75 & up

CRPU May Join
Industrial Council
" ASTORIA, Ore.-The Columbia
River Fishermen's Protective
Union has sent delegates to the
Lower Columbia River Industrial
Union Council and is now considering ways and means for affiliating
to that council.
The CRFPU held a free dance
at the Recreational Center in Astoria Nov. 18 as a part of its social program.

MURPHY'S
42B CLAY ST.

Between Kearny and Montgomery

'Meet at Murphy's, Formerly at
21 CLAY STREET

THIRD STREET
.
11
,
1P "•^
,
4,41

100% Union -- Meet your friends at the Marine Cafe

Kum Bak Restauranli

MARINE CAFE

CORNER CLAY & DRUMM STS.

286 THIRD STREET

Clean, wholesome food-Always
the Best.
5 a.m.-Open All Day-6 p.m.

Make the MARINE HOTEL your home

7

TERRY NA1H
MEET THE BOYS AT...

55 CAFE
Drinks to Warm Your Heart and a RANK dr. FILE BEER

55 Third Street

Phone DOuglas 9'778 ",

financing the Japanese government in their program of the conquests and destruction of China
and filling the pockets of a few
unpatriotic canners. This same
public will also have to shoulder
the burden of extra taxation to
keep the American fishermen
from, starving.
San Pedro and San Diego,
which pack practically all of the
tuna that is brought to America
enjoyed prosperity as the result
of the purchasing power of the
These communities
fishermen.
will be hard hit, the small merchants with whom the fishermen
dealt will be forced out of business, many thousands of fishermen and their families will be
forced on relief, all because a few
tuna packers think more of enlarging their profits than of
America and its people.
A Menace to U. S. Defense
In addition to the destruction
of the American tuna fishing industry and the fishermen's livelihood this Japanese fishing fleet
off the Mexican coast is a direct
menace to our government and
our national defense. These boats
are exceedingly large and are
capable of carrying fuel oil and
supplies, which would make them
useful as supply ships to enemy
submarines and destroyers.
Tuna fishing provides millions of dollars in wealth each
year. .Approximately seven million dollars is paid to American fishermen each year for the
SAN PEDRO-Lieutenant Govtuna that they catch. If this
ernor Ellis E. Patterson will b
Japanese fleet can furnish the
chief speaker at a dinner dance
American packers with tuna at
to be held Sunday, Novembe
alletted
quarters,
The cramped
one-third less the price paid to
26, by the Ladies Auxiliary of
American fishermen it will be by the Steamship Co. to radio
the United Fishermen's Union..
impossible for American fisher- room and quarters, had been got(San Pedro branch).
men to continue to fish. Thus ten used to somewhat during the
A turkey dinner will be served
Japanese ships will have a com- nine days delay in San Francisco.
at 6 p.m. to be followed by clan
leading
plete monopoly on the Ameri- The 90-degree ladder
cing to Art Whiting's orchestra.
from the quarter deck to
can tuna market.
The dinner will cost $1 for
It seems the chief concern of the boat-deck and the radio room.
adults and 50 cents for children
some of the fish packers of South- ... Well, who can become used
cost of the dinner admitting ail
both
where
ladder
ern California are larger profits. to a 90 degree
diners to the dance and the pro
They certainly are not concerned hands are required to go up or
gram later.
with the welfare of the Ameri- down? But these 90 degree ladFor those who just want to
can fishermen or of the American ders are the only accessible way
show up for the dance there wil
people. Also let us not forget for the crew and passengers to
be a 25 cent charge at the door.
that the same interests who seek reach the life boats in case of any
The dance and dinner will b
the
only profit will try to involve the disaster requiring taking to
held at Jugoslav Clubhouse a
American people under any pre- life boats.
17th and Palos Verdes streets,
Yes, we have a few passentext into the present world war.
San Pedro. The committee ir
We want no part of imperialistic gers aboard, 1 liree or whom are
charge likewise announces that
war, we want no sell-out of eco- women. While at sea one has
Betty Elroy's "Kiddie Revue"
nomic rights of American people. plenty of time to wonder why
will be featured on the entertain
PORTLAND.-Ben Anderson, attorney for the Pacific ment program.
We do not want Southern Cali- the steamboat inspection service
fornia fish packers to make cannot see such things as 00 de- Coast Fishermen's Union, this week filed an appeal in the
Reservations for the dinne
American fishermen compete with gree ladders to the life boat Federal Circuit Court of appeals from a Federal injunction should be phoned in to San Pedro
owners
foreign fishermen for fish with deck. Are the ship
6565 or 5772-W not later than
intended to destroy the union.
which to supply the American waving something very dazzling
Saturday noon.
Judge
Federal
by
14
June
down
handed
injunction,
The
people. Least of all do we, the before their eyes?
McColloch at the request
Claude
is
Pedro
San
to
trip
But the
fishermen, want to be denied the
San Pedro and San Diego Cannery Deliveries
of the Columbia River Packers'
means of our livelihood just so too short to permit one's thoughts Association, forbids signing of a
IN POUNDS
inspectors
that the monopolists and the to dwell on steamboat
San Diego
San Pedro
union shop contract, and thereby
long
too
for
ladders
vertical
and
agents of a foreign power can
District
District
Speciesthe one effective weapon
destroys
things
other
are
There
have the means by which to pur- a time.
to obtain decent Albacore
has
union
the
62,843
are
We
attention.
chase their implements of death, that demand
37,98
and the prices for fish its members catch. Bonito
37,414
which may some day even 'be bound for the tropics
In previous years, the union has
storm and
tropical
140,346
mean
tropics
•
4,033,008
turned against us, the American
packers to agree to buy Mackerel
tropical storms means QRN (In- forced the
77,38
people.
• 13,890,198
from union fishermen, Sardine
only
fish
Stafor
Signal
Code
In the communities of San ternational
730,777
scales.
price
preserving
283,169
thus
Skipjack
the
at
taken
Pedro and San Diego especially tic). So a look is
Meanwhile, Oregon's new state Tuna, Yellowfin
2,106,65
112,421
First the eye
should the people take action radio equipment.
main trans- corporation commissioner, Lloyd Yellowtail
114,698
watt
50
the
on
falls
and urge the President of the
must have been Smith, issued articles of incorporUnited States to use his good mitter. Surely it
set
low-output labora- ation for a defense committee
offices and request these can. designed for
Schlitz on Tap-Bottled Boers
•FINE WATCHES
on the end of up under the auspices of the MarLook
work.
tory
fish
purchase
from
neries not to
JEWELRY
bed room itime Federation to take care of
and
your
in
globe
lamp
the
sources other than that. caught
San Pedro's Newest Modern Cafe,
it doesn't say the appeal.
EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
by American fishermen. And light and see if
commissioner, J.
previous
The
Finest Wines, Liqueurs, Whiskies,
watts.
50
than
more
JOE ROBINS
Mixed Drinks, Excellent Food
all of us who are interested in
H. Hazlett, had refused to grant
ST.
SIXTH
W.
• BARTENDERS
418
should
people
and
its
America
the incorporation.
Geo. Yerkovich-Nick Baskovich
San Pedro, Calif.
Phone 0456
add our-voices to this cause by
Now you are getting an idea of
125 W. 6th St., Ph. 5454, San Pedro
writing to the President of the what the operator is supposed to
....
United States calling to his at- use (it's all there is to use) to
Night Phone 1884-J
NEW DEAL CASH MARKET 1 Phone 2022
tention this un-American, un- summon aid in case of distress.
St.
Center
1605
patriotic design of some South- Also it is what you must do a lot
Business Phone 5873
ern California tuna canneries. of your ship's traffic on. Well,
Residence Phones 2425, 4965W
Let us put an end to monopo- there are two things to comfort
Quality Laundry Service
listic desires for they breed war the thoughts. It isn't one of those
A. Mardecich
1 Martin V. Tipich Mordecichi
One Day Service
100% UNION
John A.
and the American people want big 500 watts Mackay sets that,
2031 Pacific Ave. San Pedro, Cal.
•
no part of war.
by actual test, heat up the radio
126 Jackson St.
room 1 degree for each minute
EX. 9770
used.
UNION ICE & STORAGE
radio
Newly Renovated Simmons BedsBut there's still more
ICE AND REFRIGERATORS
All New Furnishings.
During the past week catches equipment to ponder over. There's
423 W. 18th St.
TOM JANKOVICH
Hot and Cold Running Water
of soupfin shark have improved. a short-wave transmitter setting
Phone S. P. 3290
in Every Room,
1
Catches have averaged two thou- over in the corner. Not a meter
Agent
SAN PEDRO, CALIF.
sand pounds per boat per day dur- can be seen from the operating
Bates: 50e up, per day
1339
Phone
ing the last six days. Shark fish- position. The operator is forced
$2.50 up, per week
ermen are now receiving $55 per to get up and move over to it if
$10.00 up, per month
ton for this species of shark. he wants to take a meter read13th AND CENTER GROCERY
An ideal home for working men
RCA Victor
Zenith
There are now 22 boats engaged ing. Then he is too far away to
NvitA wish to live clean, quietly
AND MEAT MARKET
inthe local shark fishing, with reach the key. Little time is
and inexpensively.
Phone 1240
[1245
two to five men on each boat.
wasted on it anyway for it cerGoods
Domestic
and
If
h
Imported
Proprietor
beauty.
Moskovita,
of
J.
tainly is no thing
Come in and Look Us Over
It isn't the one Nokh used on the
y aPrenfeiclIcchh
VinceTnotnK
32-VOLT FISHING
Ark then it's an earlier model.
Still the FCC says 'take 'em
BOAT RADIOS
Phone 519
to sea' so to sea they go. The
922 S. Pacific Ave.
THE OPENING OF
San Pedro, Calif.
receivers, well we will withold
at Recreation Center During
Shell Oil Co. Products
judgment.
'36-'37 Strike.
But here's laSE
NOW AT
Goodyear Tires
Comes in fair. But he is only
131 Drumm St.
Business Phone San Pedro 5165
Hobbs Batteries
At
.
Says
away.
(Coy. Commercial)
a hundred miles
Residence Phones
440 PACIFIC AVENUE
A Friend to the Maritime Workers
9th and Palos Verdes
T Ph. 3314 San Pedro 5045-W or 5649-M
'go to anchor for a couple of
Between Montgomery and
hours ... No dock space!' A
Sansome Streets
couple more drawers are dusted
Telephone SUtter 0898
100% UNION
out and between keeping a
•Clean, Light Rooms
John Miletich, Ben Kraljev, Props.
sharp lookout for a change of
Examination and Advice
Water
•Hot and Cold
We Specialise in French Bread and
orders a little more gear is
Rolls
X-Rays-Plates-Inlays-Repairs
•New Beds and Bedding
stowed away shipshape and we
Credit Extended-Low Prices
Service Any Time
Quick
R. W. SWENDSEN
Furnishings
•New
arrive at San Pedro.
NO CASH DOWN-You Pay Later
Ask for Our Bread
B. MICHELSEN
•Bath and Shower
(Continued Next Week)
San Pedro, Cal.
1200 So. Centre St.
SEE THIS NEW
•Reading Room
.50
$
Daily
Rates
Phone DOuglos 3516
2.50 up
Weekly Rates
10.00 up
Morhly Rates
TO THE

Some Quarters

ILWU 1-6 Holds
1940 Elections

Patterson to Talk
At UFU Banquet

Portland Fishermen
Fight Injunction

Poor Equipment

The
Anchorage
Hotel

r....

Doran & Pierce

SHELL OIL CO., INC.

Shark Catch

ZENITH RADIO SHOP

LEON

Pat Murphy, Proprietor.

ni-

--SAN FRANCISCO-The De
partment of Commerce will con
tinue its investigation of the 40
violations
of
maritime law.
charged against the struck Red
Stack tugboat line, Assistazat Secretary of Commerce J. M. John
son had notified the Federation
this week.
Johnson backed up Federation
charges when he declared tha
the first investigation reluctantl
made by the Marine Bureau of
Inspection and Navigation "wa
not conducted with sufficient
thoroughness."
The Federation and aolin
Evans; IBU secretary, had already declared that the Marine
Bureau was merely trying to
Iviiitewash the Ship Owners
and Merchants Tug Boat Company in its first investigation.
Meanwhile, picket lines were
solid against the three tugboa
companies in San Francisco Bay.
The Red Stack Lines have bee
struck since last August, while
the IBU hit the bricks agains
Crowley and Pioneer Lines las
week.
'The report of the 'C' Marine Investigation Board looking into the alleged overtime
work on tugboats of the Red
Stack Lines in San Francisco
harbor is now in the hands of
the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation," Johnson
writes. "Although a study of
the record has, not been completed, it is apparent at, this
time that the investigation was
not conducted with sufficient
thoroughness."

WATERFRONT

480 Pine
ATTEND YOUR UNION
MEETINGS

SS West Ira, with a couple of
blasts of her whistle, slowly eased
her way out into San Francisco
Bay from Pier No. 38 and, pointed
her heavily subsidized nose towards the Golden Gate and the
open sea headed, principally, for
ports of our southern neighbors
along the east coast of South
America.
It is late at night Tuesday,
August 8th, 1939, and the rumble
of trucks up and down the busy
embarcadero has stopped and the
lights of Oakland, Berkeley, Alameda and San Francisco glisten
over the bay twinkling a good
four months'bon voyage."
The SS West Ira is an old wornout pot of some 3537 net tons.
Built .by the Ames Drydock Co.
of Seattle in 1919 for the U. S.
Shipping Board and, no doubt,
used by that body in breaking the
seamen's strike of 1922.
The SS West Ira is many days
behind schedule which she will
not be able to make up with her
speed of approximately 10 knots,
so if she is to make up any of her
schedule the "watchword" will
have to be "speed-up" in every
port.
. Her first port of call after
leaving San Francisco southbound
on Voyage No. 27 is San' Pedro.
The trip down the California
coast to San Pedro is without incident. 36 hours of steaming and
you are there. No time to get
used to watches and off-watch is
mostly taken up with stowing
things in lockers and getting
things shipshape for the long
drag down the Mexican and Central American coasts.

(Continued from Page 1.)
Rossi was also asked to say what
Meanwhile Charles F. Huston, he thinks of protection of men's
President of the Ship Clerks, add- jobs through registration, and
ed his voice to the demand for a equalization of earnings, and red
public forum to debate issues at uction of hours from 44 to 42 a
week.
stake. So far, the city officials
In plain words, Mr. Mayor, the
and the ship-owners have given
shipowners who have been proven
him no response.
A committee of MFP officials by Federal Government investigaand Ship Clerks' members called tions to be a rapacious bunch
on the Board of Supervisors on when it comes to looting governMonday, requesting such a meet- ment treasuries, are taking you
ing. The Board referred the for a ride. They are utilizing
your position as mayor of this
matter with favorable comment to
Controller Boyd's committee. The city and supposedly as mayor of
heat was then put a n this coin- all the people to re-establish open
shop conditions on the watermittee and they backed down and
front,"
said Bridges.
that
Issued a statement saying
"I would advise you and all
Mayor Rossi was handling the
whole business and they ap- others concerned to concentrate,
as we intend to concentrate, on
proved,
settling the issues in dispute. A q
inRossi's
answered
Bridges
soon as any satisfactory proposiflammatory, red-baiting charges
tion is forthcoming on the quesin a letter to the Mayor on Tuestion of preference of employment,
day when he returned to the city
registration and equalization of
from Los Angeles.
earnings,
and reduction from 44
"Although I have no intention
to 42 hours per week, I am conof allowing the real issues causvinced that the union will refer
ing the dispute to be sidetracked
them to the membership by secret
and replaced by a verbal battle
ballot in accordance with the
as to who said this and who said
union's
constitution, free from
that," Bridges wrote Mayor
any influence of Harry Bridges,
Rossi, "I feel called upon to preMayor Rossi or the Waterfront
sent a categorical. denial of stateEmployers' Association."
ments and actions attributed to
The letter of Bridges to. the
me by you and those employer
Chamber of Commerce is someassociations whose cause you are
what similar, makes the same dechampioning."
nials, but goes a little deeper into
Bridges then pointed out, as
the • question of the union deinother
unionists
all
the
have
mantis and the history of ,the nevolved, that he did not particigotiations. It closes with the,
pate in the ship clerks' negotiasame suggestion to concentrate
tion until they were on the point
o the settling of the strike.
don
of collapsg, then came in to
what he could as a ranking official of the union, ,to which the
clerks are affiliated. He prolonged
discussions for a time, instead of
cutting them short, as accused.
_
He at no time superseded the
SAN
FRANCISCO-Final balship clerks' own committee, and
never said, "I am the Ship Clerks' lots for election of 1940 officers
of the San Francisco men's unit
"It Is curious to note that out and the women's unit ILWU 1-6
of 20 shipowners present at the
(warehousemen) will be cast to(
meeting the day the strike took
place, only five, according to Mr. morrow and Saturday at the
F. P. Foisie, insist that such a Union Hall, 77 Clay street, from
10 a. mu. to 5 p. m.
statement was made."
Candidates for both units are:
Bridges then challenged Rossi
to follow up his declarations that president, E. Paton; vice-presihe is "supported by conservative dent, Paul Heide and Sam Moore;
labor," by saying just where he secretary-treasurer, C. T. Quirey;
stands on the real issues in the recording secretary, Joe Owens;
ship clerks' strike; the issue of business agent (two to be elected),
the open shop as advanced by the W. Alspaugh, S. Barren, Dominic
employers against union prefer- Gallo, D. F, Maguire, Floyd
ence as advanced by the union. Moody, Henry Price.

U. S. Officia
Hits Guilty
U. S. Board

ALASKA INN

SAN PEDRO-The regular
meeting of the San Pedro branch
of the United Fiehermen's Union
of the Pacific will be held Monday, November 27, in the Jugoslav Hall. Many important problems will be taken up at this
time.

World War Veteran
ILWU, 1-10's Florist
100% Union

No fanfare, no confetti, no
paper streamers, just a rattle
from the fore and aft winches
and a yell of 'all-clear' from
the officers in charge, and the

Ship Clerks Firm
Against Slander
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k
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6 Sacramento
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MARIN HOTEL & RESTAURANT

Cleaners and Dyers
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LAUNDRY SERVICE-100% Union
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